Assassination try in Maryland

Wallace OK after risky surgery
Complied from Associated Press
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace, 52.
was shot and seriously wounded Monday while
shaking hands with supporters after a campaign rally at a suburban Laurel, Md., shopping center.
A White man was taken into custody shortly
after the shooting. The Justice Department
later identified him as Arthur Bremmer, 21.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
After five hours Of surgery at Holy Cross
Hospital in Silver Springs, Md., Dr. Hamilton
Hutchinson, Wallace’s personal physician,
said Wallace would live but there es a "risk
of major paralysis from his lower hips down,
"due to a bullet lodged near his spine."
A member of the surgical team summed up
the governor’s condition saying it is expected
he will spend from five to 10 days in the
hospital barring complications, "although he
is expected to make a good recovery."
He added that the bullet near the spine
wouldn’t be removed for a couple of days.
Wallace suffered five wounds, two superficial. The other bullets perforated his diaphragm and caused hemorrhaging in his chest
and abdomen.
Three other poisons- a woman campaign
worker, an Alabama state trooper and a
Secret Service agent were shot.
The Justice Department filed charges
against Bremmer, accusing him of assault
on a federal officer and violating the 1968

Civil Rights Act by assaulting a candidate
for an elective office.
Bail was set at
$200,000.
Bremmer is five feet, six inches tall,
weighs 140 pounds and has blond hair and
blue eyes.
He was arrested in 1971 for disorderly
conduct and carrying a concealed weapon.
Upon searching Bremmer’s Wisconsin
apartment, police found an open box of bullets, a gun magazine, Wallace campaign buttons and a Confederate flag.
Bremmer’s father said, "he was a
Humphrey man like myself."
The shooting came shortly before 4 p.m.
(EDT) as Wallace was campaigning for votes
in Maryland’s Tuesday Democratic presidential primary.
The Alabama governor had just finished a
speech at the shopping complex 15 miles from
Washington.
He stepped from behind the
podium on the rostrum to exchange handshakes with some of the 1,000 gathered to hear
him.
A man wearing Wallace buttons pushed
through the crowd asking the governor to
shake hands. When he got near enough, the
man stuck a gun in Wallace’s stomach and
fired. Wallace fell backward, hit five times:
Pandemonium broke out. People started
screaming and several grabbed at the assailant.
"He was roughed up pretty bad,"
poliro said later.

New council holds forum
Members of next year’s student council
will hold a Community Forum tomorrow and
Thursday afternoon at 1 in the Student
Council chambers.
Those councilmen elected on the Third
World Coalition (TWC) ticket (17 of the 20
available seats) are holding the forum togive
students an opportunity to express ideas and

needs for the coming academic year," according to a release from the TWC.
The TWC indicated it hopes for contact
from all on campus organizations. Councilman and TWC member Akbar Hajjarian indicated the forum would aid members in planning programs for the coming year.
Holding forums was one of the campaign
promises of the coalition.

In Washington, U.S. Attorney George Beall
said the Secret Service had recovered a
.38 caliber revolver that was purchased
by Bremmer Jan. 13.

Gov. George Wallace

After Wallace entered Holy Cross Hospital, he received a blood transfusion and went
into surgery.
An hour and a half later Wallace’s wife
Cornelia emerged from the operating room
and said her husband had no feeling from the
waist down.
Asked later about the paralysis report,
Billie Joe Camp, Wallace’s press secretary,
said: "It’s entirely too early forany question
or answer in that regard."
He said the bleeding and "everything else
is under control. Everything from the operating room is very encouraging at this time...
his blood pressure is 110, which is considered
good."
Camp said the governor was conscious
and talking when he went into the operating
room and that Mrs. Wallace was holding up
"very strongly."
The Secret Service agent who was shot
was identified as Nicholas Zorvas. A spokesman at Leland Memorial Hospital said he had
been shot through the neck. After an hour of
surgery, his condition was described as
satisfactory.
The wounded trooper was identified as
Capt. E.C. Dothard and the woman as Dora
Thompson. Doctors said Dothard and Miss
Thompson were "not in too bad shape."
The shooting sent waves of shock through
both major parties in California and halted
an expected announcement that Wallace would
run as a write-in candidate for the Demo -

cratic pi esideill ial nomination in the state’s
June 6 primary.
Republican Gov. Reagan said the shooting
is "an outgrowth of the hatred that seems to
have been interjected" into the presidential
campaign.
Sens. George McGovern
and Hubert
Humphrey, Wallace’s chief rivals for the
’Democratic nomination, both cancelled all
campaign appearances, apparently including
their scheduled swings later this week through
California.
McGovern’s California campaign office
also cancelled all radio and television advertising in California for Monday.
Neither Humphrey nor McGovern announced when they would resume campaigning.
President Nixon personally called Mrs.
Wallace at her husband’s bedside and offered
his hope and prayers for the candidate’s
recovery.
Deploring the "senseless and tragic incident." Nixon said the nation has suffered
"more than enough already from the intrusion of violence into its political processes.
We must all stand together to eliminate its
vicious threat to our public life."
After the surgery Mrs. Wallace said,
"I’m very happy and I feel very good that
he’s alive, that he has a sound heart and a
sound brain and all of his vital organs are
solid.
And I couldn’t thank God any more
than for that."
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Activists initiate response

Resort plans by Disney Productions
to
Vietnam blockade
North
revealed for Mineral King Valley
BY LARRY MAUTER
First of Two Parts
Once in the history of Mineral King valley, glaciers of the ice age
peeled volcanic rock to form towering peaks, streambeds and lake
basins. The results of this act of nature is Mineral King, a 7,800 ft.
alpine valley in the Southern Sierra Nevada.
The valley is part of Sequoia National Forest and is surrounded
on three sides by Sequoia National Park. Although there has been
development in the area since the 1870’s, the number of people residing
in Mineral King has been small. This is due, partially, to the limited
accessibility of the area. Presently, the only wa, in is a 25 mile serpentine road which is closed after the first heavy snow of the Fall.
But now, a change in the scenery of Mineral King is being planned.
This change will not be of nature’s hand. Rather, Walt Disney Productions is attempting to change Mineral King into a multi -million dollar
year -long resort area.
According to a full page ad in the May 5 San Francisco Chronicle,
Disney plans to "provide quality base facilities and overnight accommodations for the general public which will make possible a wide
variety of ski and family -oriented snow play activities in the winter,
as well as camping, hiking, fishing, and equestrian activities in the
summer."
What are these facilities planned for Disney’s Mineral King? For
starters, plans call for a five -story complex which will contain hotels,
restaurants and shops. Twenty-two ski lifts and gondolas will rise to
five superb ski bowls in the valley. The mountain paradise will have
skating rinks, a theatre and possibly a chapel. For summer use,
numerous hiking trails, horse coralls and other equestrian activities
will be available.
How will visitor’s be transported from the San Joaquin valley to
Mineral King? Originally, Disney plans called for the state of California
to spend $25 million to improve the present Mineral King access route.
A major objection held by environmentalists concerning the develop-

ment was the highway and accompanying power lines that would run
through Sequoia National Park toward Mineral King.
On May 3, E. Cardon Walker, president of Disney Productions announced a major revision in the corporations game plan for Mineral
King. He proposed an electrically powered cog assisted railway be installed to transport recreation seekers to Mineral King.
Walker claims that, in addition to curtailing auto traffic into the
scenic valley, it will allow park officials to control the number of
people coming into the area at any given time.
Why is Disney building such facilities in an area where the quietude
is one of its obvious virtues?
A prime reason can be found in Los Angeles. That reason is people.
Los Angeles and the rest of Southern California is faced with the dilemma
of an abundance of skiers and a lack of high quality ski resorts.
Presently, residents of Los Angeles must travel 340 miles north to
Mammouth Mountain to find skiing comparable to that potentially availThe development would surely be a hit with
able at Mineral King.
thousands of Southern Californians.
Where does the Disney project gain its support? Obvious supporters
of the project are Chambers of Commerce in the San Joaquin valley. In
the project, they see a major boost to local economies as visitors flock
to and from Mineral King. The numerous skiers of Southern California
can also be classified as supporters of the development.
But the real force of support behind Disney’s ski Mineral King project is the U.S. Forest Service. The Forest Service is custodian of the
Mineral King area. As in all cases where the Forest Service is in control, the land is classified as to how it can be used. The uses are five in
number, water and watershed management, timber, grazing, wildlife and
recreation.
At Mineral King, the Forest Service has decided that the valley can
best be used for recreation.
Tomorrow: The Sierra Club Suit

Best seller author, Heller,
will read selections today
Joseph Heller, author of the
best seller, "Catch -22," speaks
today at 1 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission is free.
Heller will present readings
from "Catch -22," now a film
directed by Mike Nichols and
starring Alan Arkin.
He will also read selections
from his broadway play, "We
Bombed In New Haven."
In addition to those readings.
Heller will discuss the issues of
the times.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
New York University, Heller received his M.A. from Columbia
University and later studied under
a Fulbright scholarship atOxford
University in England.
Like Yossarian, his leading
character in Catch -22," Heller
was a B-25 bombardier and flew
60 combat missions over Italy and
France during World War II.

Joseph Heller

Responding to President Nixon’s blockade
of North Vietnamese ports, Bay Area anti -war
activists will initiate a "People’s Blockade of
San Francisco Bay" tomorrow.
Protest tacticians, mapping stragedy
throughout this past weekend, have targeted
a land and naval blockade for the Oakland
Army Terminal, the largest embarkation
point for troops and munitions bound for
Vietnam.
"We thought the blockade was called for,"
Mike Johnston, of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War, explained.
"We’re not doing this as an attempt to
provoke a riot or street fight with police,"
he cautioned, the memory of last week’s
Union Square outbreak still fresh.
"We intend to initiate no kind of violence- only in self defense."
Organizers have assembled two regional
units, Johnston explained. The East Bay
Region will concentrate upon impeding the
flow of traffic to the base at the terminal’s
south entrance, while the West Bay group
will block the remaining access point to the
north.
Demonstrators will assemble tomorrow
at 7 a.m., forming a picket line at the intersection of Grand and Cypress. At that hour,
Johnston pointed out, traffic will be particularly heavy, and the blockade stands to be
optimally effective.
A car pool from SJS will depart from
Seventh and San Fernando streets at 5:30 a.m.
"The situation calls for something more
than has been or is being done," Johnston
asserted. "We’re going to use any means

available to us to stop the police and marines
from running the Oakland Army Terminal as
usual."
He defended the protesters’ imposition
upon "thousands 01 people s right to get to
work" on the grounds that the base’s operation "interferes with hundreds of thousands
of people’s right to live" in Vietnam.
"We want to shut the place down or at
least impede the traffic going in," he reiter
ated.
He added that violent resistance was not
anticipated from members of the longshoremen’s or teamster’s unions, who, Johnston
said, have usually honored student picket
lines in the past.
Tomorrow’s
"mass, organized, civil
disobedience" action is scheduled to continue throughout the day. Successive activity
is planned for Thursday and Friday, while
anti -war activity at other coastal ports may
also occur.
An anti -war rally is slated for 11:30
this morning on Seventh Street, with a
march and demonstration to follow.
Students For the Seven Points will meet
tonight at 7:30 in the C.U. Pacifica Room
Spokesmen point out that a "mass meet
tag" is planned, and anyone concerned about
the course of American involvement in Indochina may attend.
The group has endorsed two protest ac
lions scheduled Saturday, the demonstration
in William Street Park supporting American
withdrawal from Vietnam and freedom to all
political prisoners, and Armed Farces Day,
slated for San Francisco.

Prosecution rests

Angela diary introduced
BY MELVIN JOHNSON
The prosecuter rested his case yesterday
after he was allowed to read into evidence portions of an intimate 18 page diary found in
George Jackson’s San Quentin cell after his
death, penned by Angela Davis to Jackson.
"The people rest their case," said Assistant Attorney General Albert Harris Jr. after
he had finished unveiling the prosecution’s
case in which 95 witnesses were called.
In the seven week prosecution attempt to
prove the slim, former UCLA philosophy
instructor, helped plot the fatal Aug. 7, 1970
Mann County courthouse escape try, Harris
said her motive was "simple human passion."
Harris said she was "crazy with love and
desire" for now slain convict -author George
Jackson, and that she hoped to exchange the
hostages for Jackson.
With defense counselors staring at the jury
box Harris, feet planted firmly on the floor,
hands gripped to the podium prepared to read
the three page version of the diary.
Bowing his head he began, 7/8/70 -"I’m
totally intoxicated, overflowing with you and
wanting you more than ever before. An hour
and a half since the last embrace. You’re
in your cell. I’m in mine."
7/10/70 -"Do you know how elated I was
when I first discovered that you loved me’?
"I’ve told you before, bull feel like talking

about it once more. I think I was sort of embarrassed when your mother and sisters first
told me that you were ’in love with me.’
"You said Thursday something like you
fell in love with a picture --1 thought then that
you had probably fallen upon a picture which
made me look better than my actual appearance and that you weren’t that serious at all.
"But, then at that time I did not know
George Jackson. He was an abstract figure,
a brother I had to fight with something about
how you felt about me, but I didn’t know how
to respond to something so remote. Until I
saw you...and stunned, I just stared the entire
time.
7/12/70 -"When I suggested that thing
about our having a more public marriage
ceremony, it was conceived only for its publicity value. The first sow was absolute, it
fused us for life and if we did have a ceremony, we would not be more married than we
are now; it would only be an affirmation of
what already exists for the benefit of others.
7/9/70 -"It all adds up to one thing; I
love you George Jackson, every inch on the
outside and all the depths and dimensions of
your awe-inspiring mind. With this, I’ll
close for now; please accept this stumbling
sometimes misshapen love I’m trying so hard
to surrender to you. Goodnight George, your
wife sends infinite love."

The rest of the diary excerps and over
200 items are entered as evidence to help
the jurors decide the state’s murder, kidnap
and conspiracy case against Miss Davis.
The state’s final witnesses testified about
Miss Davis’ arrest and her flight during the
five days when she was listed on the FBI’s
10 most wanted fugitives list, along withtrying to establish what day the beige Volkswagen, lent to Jonathan. Jackson, entered
the San Francisco International Airport.
The FBI agent who arrested Miss Davis
on Oct. 13, 1970, Lawrence Monroe, testified
that he traced her to Room 702 of Howard
Johnson’s Motor Lodge and immediately had
his men move into rooms 703 and 704.
He testified that Miss Davis was arrested
as she walked down a corridor toward her
room.
Arrested with her that day was David
Poindexter, later tried and aquitted on charges of harboring a fugitive and now cochairman of the Angela Davis Defense Fund
Committee.
Monroe said Miss Davis and Poindexter,
a wealthy Black Chicagoan registered as Mr.
and Mrs. George Gilbert when they were
arrested.
The prosecution case rests its hopes on
evidence which It has admitted to be circumstantial to gain a conviction against Miss
Davis.
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‘Stands on same right’
George Wallace’s participation have dreamed.
Wallace, by being who he is,
in American politics evokes .deep
His sup- by dissenting in his own way, is
emotional reactions.
porters are passionate believers. a part of that American dream that
His popularity with his followers says any man is allowed the right
to speak his piece.
is fervent.
However, it means something
His opponents are equally emotional, condeming him as evil, different when Wallace is shot. It
is easy to cry when a King or a
bigoted and dangerous.
Such a man paints a vivid pic- Kennedy is killed. When a Wallace
ture of the American political cir- is shot it shows lack of tolerance.
It is not the man who is loved
cus. He stands differently but on
the same right as the Kennedys by all, but the hated man who puts
and Martin Luther King, Jr: The the American dream to the test.
If he can survive the country
right to be who he wants to be.
Such a right, particularly in survives, not in spite of him, but
politics, has been the American because of him.
If a man, speaking what he beideal. "Anyone can grow up to be
President," men can live in har- lieves, cannot survive in this counmony with dissenting views: these try, it bodes ill for the existence
are views that American people of the American political dream.
_

Letters to the Editor

Graduation ceremonies a waste of money
Editor:
To partake and not to take, that is
the question I say as graduation nears
for those seniors who qualify; I’m
refering to participation in the graduation ceremonies at SJS on June 2
where hundreds of students will
proudly become alumni.
Those students who participate
in the commencement exercises will
not receive their degrees until the
records have been verified and candidates are found qualified to receive
their appropriate degrees. They will
not receive any personal congratulations because there are so many students that do graduate.
ocbt Finally, they will find themselves
given only a few seconds (five seconds
at the most) to shout their joy at
graduating with an accumulation of 17
years worth of education (provided
you’ve taken classes from kindergarten through your fourth year of
college).
I can only speak for myself in the
matter of finding 17 years worth of
work and sweat, red tape and frustration, failure and success and high
expectations of graduating concentrated into a few seconds of shouting
and then sitting down to wait for the
rest of the departments to voice
their graduation cries as a moment
not to remember.
I find no cause to participate in
the commencement exercises due

to the expense of time and money in failure of the school administration
in making the commencement exercises a moment to cherish in my
life.
Instead, I propose an alternative
to the ceremonies: I propose students graduating use the money they
would have spent and give it to a
worthwhile
use devoted to helping
others in the lower echelons of our
education system. I’m talking about
channeling donations to volunteer organizations in the elementary and
secondary schools who need funds
for tutoring children because they
need more attention due toa lack
of school buildings, teachers the
schools can’t afford and overcrowding in the present classrooms. Organizations like Operation SHARE
and the Neighborhood Enrichment
Program could use the funds to
supplement the half-day schedules
some of the local elementary schools
are experiencing now.
The expense of gown rental, invitations, thank you cards and presents could be counted up and given
to these organizations. As it stands,
these programs will probably continue and barely get by. The graduation ceremonies will continue as well
but in the spirit of not giving which
seems to be growing into a longvolved, the false hope of receiving
personal recognition other than a

i’Iti’r lii Ow Editor

Protesting militarism
Editor:
In October, 1962. I published "An
Appeal" in the Spartan Daily classifieds.
To my dismay it is still
valid today, as the following excerpts
will show.
"At this time of crisis when our
government’s actions have us hanging
over the abyss of war, so many friends
and acquaintances torture their minds
with the helpless feeling of "What can
I do?" I don’t know what to do either,
but at least I want my voice to be
heard crying STOP!
"In our society the bare minimum
that one can do is to let the government know when he thinks we are
being
led --no, pushed --to destruction. This appeal is therefore
directed to those who think that this
is happening. If the pattern of world
events hasn’t convinced you of the

danger, I’m not going to try. What I
hope to do is to encourage voices
around me to join in the plea, the
demand, the scream that military
measures be (stopped).
"Members of the academic community have a unique responsibility
to voice their thoughts. Please do
so now."

lP LIKE TO MAKE MY
LATEST VIETNAM ?EAC.E PLAN
PERFECTLY CLEAR .

The nuclear war that I feared in
1962 has not come to pass. In our
thanks we should remember those
who have protested militarism,
whether by Pres. Kennedy or Pres.
Nixon.
But we cannot be pleased:
the call to stop is Tingled with the
cries of agony from the millions
whose lives have felt the disasters of
warfare.
Leonard Feldman
Mathematics Department

\-A

We have a war in the streets we
should try to fix first. People go
around destroying, looting and burning for "Peace?" Some logic, I
miss it. We are in a miserable war
and we should protest. But, let us
not lower ourselves to the level of
those who want the war, and become
animals like them. If we do we are
no better than they are.
Protest
but do not destroy.
Let’s try getting a little sanity
back into our world. I have reached
the point where I just want to lock
the door, break the T.V. and radio
and try to forget the insanity out
there. This can’t be done so please,
let’s do what we can to make things
better.
Ken Blanchard

Corruption
of languages
Editor:
I address this letter to the writer
of your column "Mano a Mano," as
follows:
What is your purpose in mixing the
English and Spanish languages when
you write your column "Mano a
Is this a new method of
Mano?"
teaching English students to read
Spanish, or Spanish students to read
English? Or do you perhaps run out
of vocabulary in one language or the
other?
Happily, I am fluent in both languages and am able to understand
most of this mixed-up gobbledygook.
I also note your grammatical
errors in both languages. What kind
of a word is "watchando?" Is this a
new Chicano language you are devising --something comparable to Esperanto?
As for "natives" speaking their
own language, the vernacular of the
United States happens to be mainly
Are not Mexican -AmeriEnglish.
cans citizens (natives) of the United
States? Your column indicates this
to be the case because most every
day we find it exhorting such natives
to use every facility, protest or
freedom allowed them under the U.S.
Constitution.
I am highly in favor of natives
speaking their own language plus a
couple of others (including English)
in addition to knowing how to communicate well in one or the other.
The Spanish language has long been
the addition of
bastardized by
Anglicized words and phrases, and it
is a further corruption of a beautiful
language to see it misused in a column
such as yours.
Evelyn D. Rios
Music Faculty

War ecology

Less bombing, more sanity
Editor:
Has the whole world gone insane?
There are all kinds of idiots floating
around that are making a bad situation worse.
Some idiot yo-yo head likes to
make bomb threats and disrupt classes. School isn’t hard enough, he has
to help by putting students behind in
their class work when the building is
cleared.
It has now reached the point where
the students ignore these threats.
One of these days some lamebrained
clown will think it would be great
fun to really put a bomb in a building and POOF, some students won’t
have to worry about registration
next semester.
He should get a
good chuckle from that.
How about our anti -war protests?

mailed diploma and most of all, the
standing tradition. The mem"ry of
graduating from SJS can be to help
others or to continue the mockery of
17 years of education at a football
field in the cold of the night.
I see more important things that
deserve my time and money. I hope
others will feel as I do and will give
a donation to help make the education
system better than it is...give it to
Augie
(see
SHARE
Operation
Lavagnino or Barracks #I4) or the
Neighborhood Enrichment Program
(see Rudi Leonardi--recently elected
student body vice president).
Terry Abreu

And the war goes on

Staff Comments

Health Center praised
by Darrell Crow
Clarification:
To Grover Prowell and the Health
Center.
May 11,
In the Spartan Daily
Prowell wrote a letter to the editor
praising the Health Center and indicating that the Daily is down on the
Center.
This is not true.
I was informed there was a change
of policy at the Health Center concerning the cost of prescriptions.
The editor asked me to check on it.
I did.
Dr. Thomas Gray, director of the
Health Center, outlined the Center’s’
policy and explained that there has
Their policy on
been no change.
prescription drugs have been the same
for the past three years.
I have been an emergency patient
at the Health Center this semester.
There is only word describing the at-

tention I received... .expedient. Never
have I been treated so quickly and
courteously. My thanks to the staff.
The Health Center is often criticized for not being a hospital. Students are against raising the activity
fees to fund a fully staffed, round the
clock hospital. I couldn’t even estimate what the increase in fees would
be, but it would be high.
My article stated the Health Center has been under a lot of criticism in the past and here’s another.
I got the Center’s side of the story
and left it up to the students to decide
whether or not they’re getting a good
break at the Health Center.
My opinion, which was left out of
the article for obvious reasons, is we
I think SJS, oops! California
are.
State University, San Jose has the best
Health Center in the entire state college system.

Non-traditional grading
by Bruce DeAngelis
SJS will soon be entering into the
world of non-traditional grading. I
am happy in many ways, but I do have
a few regrets.
My main objection is the abolition
of the "D" grade. Many students,
including myself,
find themselves
loaded down with courses.
As a
result, they will let one of their
lesser courses slack off. They devote more time to their major courses
and consequently there is that one
course that suffers. It’s not that they
gave up on the course, but rather,
"slacked off."
Until this time a student was able
to say "Oh well, I sure blew that
course, but at least I’ll get the credit."

It’s
That can no longer be said.
all or nothing.
One good argument for the abolition of the "D" is that anything below
a "C" is considered unsatisfactory,
therefore it should not receive a grade.
I cannot argue with that but in some
cases I would be willing to accept
a "D" rather than no credit.
One of the reasons that the Academic Council passed the action was
that they realized there was no way a
student could be forgiven academically
if he had an "F" on his transcripts.
It would affect his GPA till doomsday. I agree with that, but I can still
see situations where a student would
be willing to accept a "D."

Editor:
I beg the Daily’s indulgence for a
brief follow-up to my earlier letter
on the war.
It seems to me that
everyone who is at all interested
in that war, in ecology, or in humanity
should beg, borrow, or buy a copy of
the May "Scientific American," the
one with an old car on the cover.
The lead article is titled "The
Cratering of Indochina," and the subhead reads: "The countries of the
area are pitted with an estimated
26 million bomb and shell craters.
What are the long-term ecological
effects of this massive physical alteration of the terrain likely to be’?"
That question is partly answered
later in the article: "The damage
caused by the large-scale disorganization of the environment may be felt
for centuries."
Robert D. Pepper
Assoc. Prof., English Dept.
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Luncheon in CU.

News Review
By ANNE VOGEL
Wire Editor

Summit talks still on
WASHINGTON (AP)-- First Lady Pat Nixon said yesterday "It’s no secret" about the Moscow summit trip- "It’s still on."
She gave the first firm word from the White House
about the presidential summit meeting. She said she and the
President would be departing Saturday morning for Salzburg,
Austria, the first stop on a four -country, too -week journey

No place to build
Golden Grads reunite in C.U. bike repair shop
Gladys Smith, 1922 SJS
graduate, was elected Golden
Grad president at the reunion
luncheon Saturday in the College Union.
Over 100 alumni in attendance watched Elizabeth
Fulmar as she was presented
with
flowers by Mike
Neufeld, aiumni executive
director, for representing
the earliest graduating class
present 1895.
Howard Provan, class of
1922, received the award for
traveling the farthest distance to attend the reunion.
Highlighting the reunion
program was 1909 grad Violet
Bigham’s singing renditions
of "I Believe" and "0 Friend.
of Mine" which were immediately followed by
"Happy Birthday" sung to
her by the audience, as
Saturday was her 83rd birthday.

ARVN recaptures fire base
SAIGON (AP) --South Vietnamese Infantrymen using
helicopter assault tactics recaptured an important fire
base southwest of Hue yesterday.
The assault was the second phase of an effort to
preempt North Vietnamese plans to attack the former
capital of Hue.
The surprise reconquest of Fire Base Bastogne, which
had been abandoned under enemy attack 18 days ago,
came as renewed fighting was reported in the central
highlands

Dock strike threat settled
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --The West Coast longshore
union and dock employers announced agreement yesterday
on pay scales ordered by the federal Pay Board.
The agreement ended the threat of a renewed West
Coast dock strike

. Flowers awarded Elizabeth Fulmar, SJS 1893 graduate

Placement Center providing jobs
By SHARON HOLLE
With summer around
the corner and students
out looking for jobs, the
Student Placement Center
Is well stocked with possibilities.
Located on Ninth Street
near San Fernando, the
center is open to any student on a drop -in basis.
All he has to do is come
register and look
In,
around.
To register, the student
fills out a card asking for
experience, job interests
and acceptable pay ranges.
The positions currently
available are posted as
’blind listings.’ These
listings contain the job description, hours and pay but
no information on the employer.

If a student is interested in a certain job from one
of the blind listings he asks
for the employer information. Because of the number of people coming
through the center, each
student is limited to two
listings per day.
The most popular jobs
received for women are
for office work and nursery
school helpers. Pay ranges
from about $2 per hour up.
For men, the most
popular jobs are sales,
particularly shoe sales,
averaging about $2.80 per
hour.
Temporary jobs are
also available with the employer information listed.
These jobs may be for a
weekend or longer, or just

dents of jobs, the center
recruits employers. This
involves
soliciting
by
mail, manufacturers’ listings and public service
announcements.
Are there any jobs the
center will refuse to post?
According to Mrs. Flemming, any questionable
live-in situations, or topless waitress and entertainer positions.
After that, it’s a matter of picking up the clues,
Mrs. Flemming said. If
they’re vague or use fancy
language, she becomes
suspicious of a shady deal.
She says the staff realizes
about 99 per cent of the
time when someone is trying to fool them.
How about unusual jobs?
In its newsletter, the cen-

au i afternoon.
The center is staffed
by Joyce Flemming, the
student employment adviser, Irene Peck and Patty
Kimball.
The alphabet is divided
between them and they keep
track of the jobs the students are sent out to.
The center also employs two part time minority liaison advisers,
Earl Jones for Black students, and Manny Carrillo
for Chicano students.
They work on a more
personal basis than the rest
of the staff because they
handle fewer students. The
minority advisers frequently will notify students
of
jobs and arrange
appointments for them.
Besides informing stu-

ter prints up a description
of
the most unusual
"job
of the month,"
the center received that
month.
These have included an
offer for one male, slightly
overweight, to dress as a
Franciscan monk and lead
a mule around an apartment
complex as part of the
grand opening ceremonies.
Other job possibilities
were for students to dress
in protective garments and
act the part of villains and
be attacked by dogs in a
guarding program.
But according to Mrs.
Flemming, the most unusual offer came as a request for students to de sex female flies, box them,
spray them and send them
to biology labs.

The center handles
about 10,000 students seeking jobs throughout the
year.
According
to Mrs.
Flemming, the center fills
about 80 per cent of the
permanent positions and
100 per cent of the
temporary positions.
From July to April, the
center gave out 13,066 job
referrals for 6,029 jobs
listed.
During 1971, the students earned $3,285,343.06
on their jobs from the center, not including temporary jobs.
"The students really
have to work to get themselves a job," says Mrs.
Flemming," But if they’re
really interested it can be
done

Few protesters present

ROTC review-awards ceremony held
Last Wednesday afternoon, 150 to 200 anti -war
protesters marched up and
down the stairs of McQuarry
Hall, center of action for
SJS’ ROTC. Little damage
was done.
Saturday morning, the
Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) were in the
majority as 113 cadets.
marched across the SJS athletics field.
The occassion was the
ROTC’s annual President’s
Review and awards ceremony. The review is held
every May in honor of SJS’
president.
Most of the spectators -relatives, retired military
officers, friends, and
American Legion veterans
Five anti -war
applauded.
protesters, however, stood
nearby displaying a banner
with the insignia of Vietnam
Veterans against the War.
Said an ROTC official,
"They didn’t make any effort to disrupt the ceremonies. They just wanted to
show that they were against
the war."
Vice
SJS
Executive
President Burton Brazil,
for
Pres
substituting

Bunzel, presented the awards at the ceremony.
The awards given and
recipients were:
Superior Cadet Ribbon
Morgan,
Awards --Jim
senior; Bradford M. Kard,
junior; Thomas C. Taylor,
sophomore; Donald E.
Pritchett, freshman.

Military
Order of
World Wars --George
Corpuz.
National
Sojourners
Award --John L. McLemore,
Domenico L. Barone.
Daughters
of
the
American Revolution Medal
--Richard Watts.
Society of American

year’s grand prize winner,
"Just About Four Seconds
Flat," by Richard Cornish,
last year’s prize-winning
short -short "Petrashka " ,
by Stella Zamvil, and other
short stories by former
Phelan
winner
Terri
Sprenger, and previous unknowns Chris Burgart and
Stevb Arnerich.

Stanford scholar
speaks Thursday

In addition to the 1972

Is the author of several
books, including "Love is
Not Enough," "The Children
of the Dream" and "Truants
From Life."
The informal session is
part of Pres. John Bunzel’s
Speakers Forum, in cooperation with Dr. J.M.
Sawrey, chairman of the
Psychology Department

B&B
Fbreign Car Center
AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE
BAVARIAN
MOTOR WORKS
MUNICH

Army Medal --Edward T.
Quinn.
Medal --Wayne
Zane
D. Killian.
Sons of the American
Revolution ROTC Medal -Randall J. Butler.

barbeque tomorrow
"Do it in the Road," Li
barbeque and dance sponsored by the Recreation and
Leisure Department, will be
held tomorrow, 5 to 9 p.m.,
Seventh Street, at the barbeque bits and Women’s Gym

23 -DAY SURVIVAI.
EXPEDITION IN
COLORADO.
Camp in Sangre de Cristo Mtns
climb, traverse snowy ridges for 10
days Survive 150 miles of desert
For 13 days and downtown Denver
without money er direction June
19 & Aug 7 For full info . write
Western Airlines. Box 91700 L A ,
Calif 90039

,

Featured
poets
are
perennial Phelan champion
John Coppock and Tom
McCarty and Bill Swanson,
both among this year’s winners.

issue, priced at $1, purchasers receive free copies
of the two previous issues
at any of Reed’s tables.

MEXICO CITY
ON A SHOESTRING
Stay at Hacienda Spa Ponafrel, $7
day per person, Minimum 4 nights
Price includes 2 meals and airport
transportation. For full info , write
Western Airlines, Box 91740 L A
Calif 90009

CHARTERS
summ
S149roand
trip

EUROPE
HAWAII

Pan Am

roand
trip

NEW YORK

one
way

CHICAGO

one
way

S289
S149
S/9
S66

JAPAN & SOUTH AMERICA
’Student Rail and Your 1usLi. I
’AYH Pallet and other 110Stel inforinati.
’International Student Identity Cards
’Student Ships
’Worldwide Student Tours
infra -Frohean Student Flight’
valable only to CSC audit.i,
oly. ad. Jon .rnmarbaln

f01ABOOK

JERRY 33 E Son Fernando
San Jose 287-8240

Student Services West

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
SWED

cellence
Award --Michael
Tallent, Ignacio Lizardo.
Reserve Officers Association MedalKenneth J.
Himmelrick, Dennis Leong,
Terrance S.O. Ing.
Association of the U.S.

’Do it i n the Road’

’Reed’ magazine out;
threeforadollar
The 25th annual edition
of Reed, the SJS literary
magazine, featuring this
year’s Phelan award -winning short fiction and poetry,
is now on sale at several
on -campus locations- -shift ing from day to day --and
at the Spartan Bookstore.
In addition to "The
Wind,"
William Irwin’s
first -place short -short, and
"Collected Notes For A Biographical Sketch Of Conrad
Marchetti" Bette Johnson’s
first -place long short story,
"Revd" also includes last

Child psychologist Bruno
will discuss
Bettleheim
"Psychoanalysis and Education" with students and
faculty at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in Home Economics I.
Dr. Bettleheim, 68, is
a visiting scholar at the
Center for Advanced Study
In the Behavorial Sciences
at Stanford University. He

Military Engineers Award -Albert L. Sawyer III.
American Veterans of
World War II Award -Randall L. Hodges.
Legion
American
Scholastic Excellence Award
--Richard Ebright, Timothy
C. Kerr.
American Legion
ROTC -General Military Ex -

By CATHY TALLYN
A bike repair shop at SJS may be a reality next fall,
but only if a building is found to house it, according to
John Yohannon, bike shop coordinator.
"We haven’t been able to find anywhere on campus to
have a bike shop," said Yohannon.
"We were working on the assumption that a Quonset
hut was to be moved from South Campus, but we’ve found
that’s not feasible since they’re used for storage," he
explained.
Based on this assumption, Yohannon had planned to
opens bike repair shop by May 1.
"We’ve got 33 crates of bike parts in storage now
waiting to be used for bike repairs," Yohannon said.
Yohannon said he’s tried to find other locations to be
used for a bike repair shop, such as the barracks, Building Q and the area currently occupied by the locksmith.
But he couldn’t get any of these places to use, he said.
"The administration just isn’t cooperating," Yohannon
said. "They keep telling us there’s on place we can use."
"I’ve been told the barracks is full, --Building C) is
under the authority of the Placement Center. Dr. George
Muench and his veteran’s counseling is being moved into
the locksmith’s area," Yohannon explained,
"There’s no spare room anywhere on campus. We’re
cramped for space right now," said Byron Bollinger,
superintendent of buildings and grounds.
Yohannon still hopes to get a Quonset hut moved over
near the College Union from South Campus.
"The college owns a warehouse at Fifth and Martha
streets they could use for storage instead of a Quonset
hut," he said.
"Everything out there (South Campus) is full," said
Bollinger. "The warehouse belongs to General Services
and hasn’t been transferred to us," he explained. General
Services does the purchasing for the college.
Yohanhon hopes to find a definite place for a bike repair
shop by summer. "We’ll find a place for one," he vowed.
A.S. Council has alloted $1,500 for the student -operated
bike repair shop.
Yohannon has said the shop would be able to make about
90 per cent of all repairs to bikes and only 10 to 15 per
cent above cost would be charged.
"I can’t say exactly how much repairs would cost until
after the parts have ’been uncrated and itemized," he said.
Any of the profits from the repair service would be
put back into its operation, he said.
The repair shop would be open to SJS students, faculty
and staff.

Phone 247-3444
4555 STEVENS CREEK 11.00
SANTA CLARA CALIF 95051

SPECIAL NOTE Ali Olaf., ’hall one. as Dosal on pro rts shon ot
tn tow night cost and liary.no charges at 100% occupancy Aii ler.. in
clud U S Calera 1 nd datlartur Icip Whoa sppitcablo ono aim in
Person All price. aro subillet to n ’name or
, 0, SI 00 Pia
000110. dlIpand.n5 en thai &&&&& I nuntlyar Of pp...4We pm gpIM imptylpypl
Hight

be.

Refreshments
of hot
dogs, potato salad, chips,
punch, cake and cookies, will
be 35 cents, and there will
be live music from 7 to 9
p. m .

JOIN EXPEDITION
TO CLIMB
MT. MCKINLEY.
Now forming small self -supporting
group of experienced mountaineers
to climb highest peak in North Amer
ica via West Buttress route Plan
to spend 30 days in Alaska, starting
July 1
For full info wrote Western Airlines. Box 91740 L A , Calif
90009
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Poor children crowd Guadalupe Church
for El Barrio Free Breakfast Program
By RICK MALASPINA
At 7:50 in the morning the long hall of Guadalupe Church
in East San Jose is cold and almost lifeless.
In a far corner, Alfredo Sanchez. his wife Esmeralda
and his brother Ruben work hurriedly over a bulky, cluttered stove. &Tumbled eggs and sausage smoke on the
grill as pots of hot cocoa steam alongside. Ruben slices
bright. fresh oranges. and live children lean on the counter
studyingAlfredo as he pats and flips the sausage and eggs.
During the next few minutes more children drift into the
hall. A radio blares out news and music, small voices
talk and laugh, tables and metal chairs unfold with a clank
,ind the El Barrio Free Breakfast Program wakes up for
another day.
The daily routine was born early this semester when
A.S Council heard and approved a request for $2,500 to
Every
fund a breakfast program for needy children.
morning since then an average of 100 children --ranging
in age from four to I5 --come to the old church hall on
Kammerer Avenue in East San Jose for a free --and important- -breakfast.
-Seventy-five per cent of these kids," informs Ruben,
’can’t or don’t get breakfast at home. Their mothers can’t
,tr don’t fix it.’’
Many of the families, he explains, are on welfare.
They receive about $200 for six children, and sometimes
it’s tough to stretch the funds that far.
-And for food stamps," adds Ruben. "there are too

many questions asked."
So, with no questions asked, the El Barrio program
prepares a daily breakfast of juice, fruit, eggs, grilled
cheese sandwiches, and other items.
According to Ruben, the children --mostly Chicano and
Blackcome from East San Jose, "one of the poorest
areas in San Jose."
"There are a lot of hungry children on the East side,"
explains Alfredo, "and with the unemployment situation
the way it is right now, welfare and food stamps aren’t
sufficient."
A chart on the wall indicates the number of children
fed on the first few days of May. Fifty-six, 62, 115,
125. 90, it reads.
"We had 154 kids yesterday morning," says Ruben with
a proud nod.
Today’s menu lists oranges, juice and chorizo burritos,
a Mexican dish of sausage, and eggs wrapped in warm
tortillas. The children, young ones from Lee Mathson
Middle School across the street, file to the counter to pick
up their full plates and cheerfully carry them back to their
tables.
Asked if they come often, and like the food, they answer
with bulging cheeks, a wide stare and a nod.
"If it wasn’t for those funds," says Alfredo, "we
couldn’t get things going."
Then, with a wide sombrero flopped on his head, Alfredo ’"shouts, "If you want some more, we got seconds!"

Photos by

L ind y Cramer

Five-foot two,
eyes of blue
anyone seen
my mechanic?

/

Photos by
Bill Matlack

By JACKIE BRESSLER
She’s a five foot, two inches blue-eyed eighteen year old. Her long straight blond hair
falls softly over a well-proportioned body --37-26-37.
Stephanie Larson looks like a girl who could run and win for campus queen. But she
works at Edwards’ Arco Service Station at 310 Keyes as a lady mechanic.
"I got interested in cars when I was sixteen in high school. But I couldn’t get into
the all -guys auto shop because they thought I’d distract the class," Miss Larson recalls.
Last April, Miss Larson completed a four -week course at the Atlantic -Richfield
Training School in Oakland.
"The first week was on tires, batteries, energizers, and sales technique. The second
week, I learned how to do brake jobs, transmission work, and minor repairs," she
stated.
The third week I worked on tune-ups, and learned about meter readings and
distributors. The last week was on bookkeeping and pump -island procedure."
"ARCO should was really fun because I was the only girl," she laughed softly.
"The guys would get so frustrated whfn I figured how to fix a part they’d given up on.
The men would gather around the car and discuss what the amps, ammeters, ohmmeters,
and ohms should do; but still the car wouldn’t work. I’d walk up, using feminine intuition
about I thought different parts should do and suddenly the car would turn on. They were all
mad at me. They especially found it frustrating at not being able to swear because I
was always standing right there."
Miss Larson met James Edwards at ARCO school in the same class. Two weeks
ago she came to work at his station which he has owned for four weeks.
"She gets under the car, lubricates, gets grease on her hands, checks the oil,
pumps gas, changes filters, packs wheel bearings, does break jobs, changes spark
plugs, points and cleans up just like everyone else here," he continued.
"The difference between a boy of 18 or 19 and Stephanie," explained Edwards,
"is most boys that age are a little lazy. They’ve got lead in their pants. I’ve had them
work for me, and most of the time you’ve got to keep boosting them along. But not with
Stephanie. She’s a hardworker and reliable employee."
"We get lots of compliments as far as her being pleasant and able to find the hood
"If I could find another girl as capable, I would hire
latch on most cars," he said.
her too."
"I don’t want her as a sex symbol in a gas station," Edwards asserted. "This is
why I’ve got her in coveralls instead of hot pants. What I concentrate on is teaching her to
give good service and being able to find a need to sell something."
Miss Larson works from four to six hours a day, six days a week. "She gets the same
pay a man would get, $2 an hour," stated Edwards.
"Knowing all about cars makes me feel more secure," the young lady mechanic
explained. "If I’d be on the freeway and my generator light goes on, I’d at least know
where the trouble is instead of being helpless.
"A lot of women ask me if I’m for women’s lib. I’m not," she exclaimed wiping
But I’m not one of these women who fall apart when
grease off her turned -up nose.
something happens. Although sometimes, I do play helpless when the occassion calls
for it," she confessed in her soft-spoken voice, bending under the hood to tighten a nut.
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Teaching experience gained

Instructional aides
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COP aide Daniel Lairon helps Arthur Gonzales using a balance scale

Dinner honors retiring prof
A dinner honoring the Monday, May 22
be concluding 46 years of
retiring Dr. Harrison F.
Reservations for the teaching here when he reHeath will be held in the dinner must be made be- tires this summer.
Dr. ,
C.U. Loma Prieta Room on fore Thursday, May 18th, Heath will be leaving his
Sunday, May 21 at 5 p.m. in Administration 201.
post as director of testYesterday’s story erred in
Dr. Heath, longest -em- ing which he has held since
announcing the dinner on ployed educator at SJS, will 1954.

By ANNE VOGEL
Fifteen SJS students are
participating in an experimental program to train people from Model Cities neighborhoods to eventually become fully accredited teachers.
The program is the Career Opportunities Program
(COP) and involves participants working as instructional aides in one of five Title
I Elementary Schools in the
San Jose Unified School District.
At the same time
they attend calsses at SJS
which will lead to their
ard Elementary Teaching
Credential.
Title I classes are those
federally funded for working
with
culturally deprived
children.
Some COP students are
given stipends according to
their financial need for their
three hours a day as teaching aides. This helps them
financially to go to school
while providing in-service
training.
They are also given the
loan of textbooks and paid
college fees and tuition.
Delores Lamori joined the
program last September. She
works as an aide for a fourth
grade class at Olinder Elementary School.
"COP has helped me to
continue my career in education," she said, "while at
the same time giving me a
chance to work with children."
"The program works for
students we are teaching too.
It develops in our students
a good self-image because
they are being taught by
people of the same ethnic
background," she pointed out.
"We are also able to tutor children in English and

give individual attention to a
child a teacher is not able
to do," she said.
Miss Lamori, who is bilingual, works primarily with
children who need instruction
in English as a second language.
She related the progress
she has had with one child.
"I began working with him
at the beginning of the school
year.
He didn’t know the
alphabet or how to put sounds
together to make words.
After a semester of tutoring," she continued, "he is
reading and putting sentences
together."

First year experience
Under the regular teaching curriculum for secondary
teaching majors, a student is
not given a chance to teach
until his fifth year, which is
spent as a student teacher.
COP aides begin assisting in
the classroom their first year
in college.
Miss Lamori feels this
will help make the transition
from aide to teacher an easy
one.
Daniel Lairon is a COP
aide at Horace Mann Elementary School. Mrs. Carmen Recio, a teacher with
with whom Lairon works, said
she has seen a definite improvement in the children
he has worked with.
"The COP program allows
"the one-to-one counseling
these children need," said
Mrs. Recio. "The teacher,"
she explained, "is concerned
with the group. I can’t take
time out for one-to-one
teaching without putting the
rest of the class behind."
Lairon feels the program
is a good way to get more
Chicano teachers into the
"And
educational system.

Additional abortion counsel
Abortion counseling is
available at the San Jose
Women’s Center at Ninth and
San Carlos streets. The Women’s Center program will
supplement counseling done
by Orpha Quadros.
Mrs. Quadros, a counselor at the Counseling and
Testing office, Administration 201, has been doing abortion counseling since the
passage of the California
Therapeutic Abortion Act in
1967.
She has trained the three
students who will do the coun-

seling at the Women’s Center.
Mrs. Quadros said she
They are Jana Cunningham, discusses abortions with 15
Sara Boore and Gay Seckler. to 20 girls per month. Many
They are prepared to give of these girls are referred to
women information concern- her by the Health Center.
ing where to go if onedecides
The training received by
she wants an abortion as well the three Women’s Center
as alternatives to abortion. counselors covered abortion
All discussions remain con- counseling techniques and
fidential, Ms. Cunningham current abortion information.
said.
However, Mrs. Quadros
With their training, the has required the women to
women hope to meet the com- check with her periodically so
munity needs as well as those they will have updated inforof SJS, explained Mrs. mation,
especially
with
Quadros. Her work is limited regard to which hospitals are
to SJS students.
performing abortions and un-

der what conditions.
The student counselors
are required to consult her
if they find they aren’t sure
about all the facts concerning
help for a particular individual, Mrs. Quadros added.
"This is so I’ll feel comfortable that they are giving
a legitimate service," remarked Mrs. Quadros.
"Changes in laws and medical
regulations come fast and
they must have current information to do adequate counseling."
The following goals ac -

’Environment, not genes’

Skinner gives views on behavior
By RICH AGARD
Special to the Daily
B.F. Skinner, the often
controversial psychologist,
said Sunday night that designing a better environment will
help the individual satisfy his
needs.
Dr. Skinner’s lecture on
behavior and humanism at
Morris Dailey Auditorium
was sponsored by the Humanist Community of San Jose.
"Behavior,"
said Dr.
Skinner, "is concerned with

building a world in which the
human organism can demonstrate his full potential."
Author of "Walden Two"
and "Beyond Freedom and
Dignity," Dr. Skinner differs
with many psychologists and
philosophers.
Behavioral research’
should not focus on bettering
the individual, Dr. Skinner
claimed, but on how to better
the environment. "Behavior
is almost exclusively environmental," he contended.

Political work delay
supported by women
The National WOIllell’b
Political Caucus has adopted
a resolution which it hopes
will speed ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment in
California.
The resolution was proposed and adopted at last week
end’s state conference held
in Bakersfield.
It advocates "suspension
of work and support for all
Democratic and Republican
party male candidates and/
or incumbents for California
state office so as to enable
these women to work full time
on the campaign to have the
California legislature ratify
the Equal Rights Amendment."

WHITE WATER
RAFT EXPEDITION.
now forming. 3 or 4 days shooting
Yampa and Green R ivers of Colorado
in 33 ft Neoprene pontoon rafts,
camping, hiking, archeological exJune,
ploration, swimming, etc
July, Aug.. For full info , write West
ern Airlines. Box 91740,1 A .Calif
90009

rhi, South Bay I. hapter
of the National Organization
for Women (NOW) has agreed
to adopt the resolution, according to Susan Wallace,
publicity director.
According to Ms. Wallace
NOW plans to act like a
block vote. "Until they (the
politicians) take time to help
us, we won’t support them."
Ms. Wallace said NOW
members will even withhold
their support of candidates
when they do support until
there is action on this amendment.
the Equal
Presently,
Rights Amendment is tabled
in the State Senate Rules
Committee.

"Very little is genetic."
Dr. Skinner listed five
classes of human beings he
felt are being mistreated,
small children, old people,
prisoners, psychotics and retarded people.
Because of
their social environment, he
said, they suffer "vicious"
mistreatment.
"To understand ourselves
it is not necessary to delve
into an individual’s mind,"
Dr. Skinner said.
He contended that people
for 3,000 years have been
misled. Of Socrates, Plato,
and Freud, Dr. Skinner commented, "They were not talking about anything important."
Dr. Skinner agreed that a
human does have "internal
states," but contrary to
Freud, said these states are
environmentally induced.
Again differing with Freud
on the dream theory, Dr.
Skinner explained that Freud
felt that people were portra -

ing roles when dreaming, Dr.
Skinner claims a person is
only seeing things when
dreaming, not acting out or
portraying anything in particular.
"The reason dreams are
so wild," Dr. Skinner contended, "is that you are least
under control when you
sleep."
Turning to politics, he endorsed Sen. George McGovern for president saying,
"McGovern is the only one
who might be able to control
human behavior."
ECOLOGICAL
AWARENESS
EXPEDITION....
to Colorado now forming. 8 days
in the forests, prairies, deserts and
windy peaks of the Sangre de Cristo
Mtns Equipment andtransfers pro
voted In July 16. For full info .
write Western Airlines, Box 91740
I A , Calif 90009

WHOOP IT UP!

AMATEUR
TOPLESS
EveryWednesday

MERIDA, MEXICO

at

AT BIG DISCOUNT.

The
Brass Rail

/ days ’6 nights at Panarnerican
Hotel
Includes transfers
Also
available 204s discount on tours to
Chichen Ilea and Uernal
$33 per
person, triple occupancy, $39
person double For full info , seri!,
Western Airlines, Box 91740, L A
Calif 90009

760 MT VIEW ALVISO RD

SUNNYVALE

cording to Mrs. Quadros, are
set for abortion counselors:
inform a woman of her legal
rights; explain options and
facilities for abortions; give
emotional support; give the
woman the opportunity to express her feelings; and aid in
contraceptive planning.
Services at the Women’s
Center are available by calling 294-7265 and at Counseling and Testing, 277-2262.

what we need is more ctucano teachers," he said.

that arise in the

Advisory Board helps

this new teaching technique
is used.
The team leader is an independent person hired by
Title Ito coordinate teachers
and aides.
. As a team leader, Mrs.
Ibis has ibserved the best
feature in the program "is
that it gives COP aides a
chance to work in many situations."
different
"They
take
classes each semester because they have to work
around their academic schedules. This gives them exposure to different children,
teaching methods and classroom situations. This will
hopefully make them better
teachers," she said.
Will it make them better
teachers?
Dr. Clay Andrews, COP
program coordinator at SJS,
works closely with COP aides
and sees that their curriculum is equal to the regular
secondary
program
for
teaching majors.
Andrews said he had high
hopes that it would, but because there are no graduates
in the teaching field yet, he
couldn’t make a decision "until I’ve seen them teach."

Lairon explained that because of a difference in culThe Advisory Board is
tural backgrounds, a White comprised of two COP aide
teacher may have difficulties representatives, represents understanding problems par- tives from Model Cities and
ticular to a school of mostly Title 1, a counselor from
San Jose City College and
Chicano students.
"For instance," he said, SJS and a representative
"a mother may not show up from San Jose Unified School
for a parent conference, not District.
because she doesn’t care,
The Board’s main funcbut because she can’t speak tion is to listen to the proEnglish or has language dif- blems presented by the COP
ficulties and is embarras- aides and try to iron them
sed."
out.
He also feels there is a
One problem observed by
resentment in the Chicano Ms. Garrett is that some
students toward the present teachers don’t know how to
educational system.
use an aide.
Margaret Garrett, a COP
"Some teachers perhaps
aide at Washington Elemen- might feel their jobs are
tary School, supports this jeopardized by the aide and
feeling.
may not want to give them
enough responsibility," she
Unstructured teaching said.
,
"We as aides want to help,
"Being from poverty," she not by mixing paints, but by
said, "you feel the system is teaching."
on you, and you can’t relate
However, this problem is
to that feeling until you’ve not common and, according
been there. Many of the stu- to Ms. Garrett, is more often
dents just need someone to offset by a familiar teacher
listen to them."
reaction: "I don’t know what
Ms. Garrett related an ex- I’d do without my aide."
perience she had with a
seventh grade Chicano stu- Teaching technique aids
dent.
The advisory board also
"He was assigned to write gives special instruction to
LEADERSHIP IN
about something he had read COP students in the use of
or experienced. He told me new teaching devices. For
GREAT OUTDOORS.
he knew it in Spanish but example,
manipulative obcouldn’t write it in English. jects to teach abstract math14 -day 6 -credit course for students.
teachers, counselors.
Work with
It will come out different’, matical concepts have opened
groups in outdoor programs, refine
he told her, ’and they’ll get new doors in Title I classown competence in woods, moon
on me."
tains, deserts of Sangre de Cristo
room.s
"bins. For full info., write West
She asked him to tell the
Mrs. Eleanor Ibia, team
rn Airlines. Box 91740 L.A., Calif
story and when he couldn’t leader at Horace Mann, said
90009
find a word in English, to say she has seen definite proit in Spanish. In this way, gress in classrooms where
they went through a dictionary
looking up all the words he
didn’t know.
"He got a ’B’ on the
paper," she smiled, "and the
best part was he did it himself."
Ms. Garrett feels that unProfessional Travel
structured teaching is the
Ser, e for Students,
best way to help children.
"I invite children over to my
Facwty & Staff
house or to call me if they
LOWEST AIR FARES
have a problem.
I always
TO ANY DESTINATION
try to be there," she said.
"These children from ecoEurail Passes
nomically deprived homes
*Group Dfscounts
are used to broken promises.
They expect it and if you let
Student Stand-by
them down they won’t ask
Cards/ Tickets
Deuvostaire in College Union
again."
787-7070
As a member of the adNever a Service Charge
Men -F r 1. 9 to 5 lb
visory board, Ms. Garrett
is familiar with problems

You Don’t Have To Leave
Campus to find out about
leaving town,.

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART
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Elaborate musical ’Carousel’

A rollicking success
BY PAULINE BONDONNO
The Drama Department’s
opening production of "Carousel " was a rollicking success with everything the
viewer could ask for and
more.
The highly professional
acting of the entire cast,
the painstaking success of
the SJS Orchestra at playing Hammerstein’s score
and the elaborate scenery
contributed to what could

have been taken for a first
rate Broadway production.
moved
musical
The
quickly; the audience barely
had time to recover from the
lighthearted exciting dance
routines to the stirring
remarkably perlyrics
formed before the cast
moved into a moving emotional scene.
Carousel Barker
The musical, the story
of a carousel barker, Billy

Wayne Glusker
Marjorie

Oieniacz sings

-If I

Loved You"...

Bigelow, a handsome, shiftless ne’er-do-well fellow
and his love for a young
naive mill girl, Julie Jordan,
played by Marjorie B. Oleniacz, opens with a colorful
picture of life on the Carousel, with side show, jugglers and ice cream vendors.
The expert scenic design
by William Henry, along with
the remarkably quick nine
different scene changed contributed a great deal to the
attractiveness of the produc tion set in a New England
town where sailors, fishermen and mill girls are richly
authentic and reek of clambakes and salty breezes.
Michael Hawkins successfully develops the character of the rough Billy Bigelow with his boastfulness,
irresponsibility and underlying sweetness he tries t,
hide.
Serene Julie
Marjorie B. Oleniacz, as
the carousel barker’s wife,
creates a beautiful portrait
of a serene Julie who accepts her husband’s willfulness and believes if you love
him, "he can hit you and
hit you and hit you again and
it never really hurts."
Brolaski, who
Carol
Carrie Pipperidge,
plays
young Julie’s best friend, is
a delight to watch. Her
humor, spontaneity, little
girl antics and beautiful
voice added a special aptness to the production.
Also deserving special
applause is Jeffra Kaufman
as Nettie Fowler, who leads

the rollicking chorus of mill
girls and sailors embracing
each other into the lighthearted and famous song,
"June is Busting Out All
Over."
The musical moves triumphantly from a lighthearted picture of colorful
life on the New England coast
in 1910 to a tragic, almost
real -to -life situation where
a desperate Billy, now married to young Julie, who is
expecting a child dies in a
fleeting attempt to get money
for his family.
Billy returns
Billy returns from heaven for one day to do a good
deed and finds his child, now
a young girl, whom he wants
so desperately to help. From
their short meeting emerges
the celebrated Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s
song,
"You’ll Never Walk Alone."
The audience becomes
painfully involved in these
scenes of Billy’s effort to
redeem his soul.
Henry’s design and Kenneth Dorst’s effective lighting contribute to the moving
fantasy scene of Billy’s, sojourn in heaven and the
tear -jerking scene where
Billy’s
life
is finally
resolved.
"Carousel" is based on
Ferenc Molnar’s "Lilliom,"
was the principle export of
the Hungarian theatre in
1930. It includes such moving songs as "If I Loved
You."
Under the direction of
Harold C. Crain, the musi-

cal is a triumphant success
for SJS, received with warmhearted laughter, tears and
ovation at the opening weekend production.
The lively dances, full of
vitality that accompanied the
production were arranged by
Carol Haws. Costumes were
designed by Richard Levering.
Behind the Scenes
The SJS Orchestra, under
the direction of Dwight Cannon, played beautifully, as
they sat unfortunately behind
the stage where the audience
couldn’t see them until the
end of the production.
Technical direction was
by James R. Earle, Jr.
Additional performances
of "Carousel" are scheduled
for Wednesday through Saturday at 8:15.
Tickets for weekend performances are $1.25 student
and $2.50 general. Admission to weekday performances is $1 student and $2
general.
Also contributing memorable performances to the
production were Patricia
Diane George as Mrs. Mullin, Joseph Allan as Enoch
Snow, Valerie Wagner as
Louise and Eldon Anderson
as Jigger Cragin.
Other performers include Robert Stare, Rod
Lynn Brilhante,
Olevson,
Daniel Anderson, Victor
Serrano, Donald Russell,
Edward Dones, Michael Nering, Gerald Sullivan, Richard
Allen, Michael Aiken and
Harry Herman.

entertai lii me 11
Ervin’s solo
recital slated
on Thursday
Soprano Arlene Ervin as sisted by Margaret Brownlee on piano will give a Master’s recital Thursday May
18 at 8:15 p.m. in the Music
Department Concert Hall
Admission is free.
The program highlights
Scarlatti’s "Sulle sponde del
Tebor", and "Abendlieder"
by Dvorak. French art songs,
and a group of songs by contemporary American composers, including Samuel
Barber, Leonard Bernstein,
and Randall Thompson, complete the program.
Miss Ervin, a resident
of Seattle, did her undergraduate work at Oberlin
College and the University
of Puget Sound. She also
sings with the Schola Cantorum, at De Anza College
in Cupertino.

Melvyn Douglas, as McKay’s
politician father.
In addition to the actors,
the film has such real celebrities as Senators Alan
John Tunney,
Cranston,
Hubert Humphrey and
George McGovern, Mayors
Joseph Alioto and Sam Yorty,
national newsmen Howard K.
Smith and Mike Wallace and
Bay Area newsmen Van Am berg and Rollin Post, all of
whom give the film its air
of realism.
Director Michael Rit-

chie, who worked with Red- s
ford before in "Downhill
Racer," uses the camera
to get not only good facial
shots of Redford, but good
location shots as well. SJS
students will recognize the
interior of East ridge Shopping Center and exterior
shots of the The City.
If you’re into pi
s,
or even if you aren i, JU
should find "The Candidate" a film well worth your
while

Tragedy makes
grid star’s book
BY ROGER WOO
Mention the name Gale
Sayers to most sports fans
and they’ll think of the shifty
All -Pro Chicago Bear running back, not a writer.
Most sports biographies
are the usual trite "I was
born and reared in the country, or ghetto, I was a 97 pound weakling and this is
how I rose to stardom."
Don’t get me wrong, but
Sayers book, "I Am Third,"
does have these common
characteristics which is why
biographies are called biographies, but what sets this
book above the plain biographies is tragedy.
The book starts with the
near tragedy as Sayers’ career was almost wiped out
by a devastating knee injury
received in a football game.
"I have photos of the injury being inflicted, and you
can see that my knee was
bent to a 90 -degree angle.
It wasn’t bent at the hinge as
it would be normally; it was
bent sideways, bent 90- degrees from he long axis of
the thigh."
memorable
The m if
part of the Jook was the 19
pages of tragedy which made
up the chapter entitled
"Pick." This was the chapter which inspired the most
successful movie -made -for -

television, "Brian’s Song,"
which won an Emmy award
Sunday night for the most
outstanding program.
Pick" was about the
short, but moving account
of the friendship between
Sayers and cancer doomed
teammate Brian Piccolo,
who was also his roommate
during the football season.

Jack Bonus, recording
artist with Grunt records,
will appear tonight with
Loose Change in the Coffeehouse at 8:30. Admission is
$1.
Formerly with Earth
Opera, Jack Bonus plays
saxophone and flute. Loose
Change, with Sid Clifford and
Bill Ibirde, played on the
Stoneground concert this
semester at SJS.

CAN YOU SURVIVE

RETREAT

IN WILDERNESS?

Spend 7 days camping in isolated
Honopu Valley then return to Douai
Sheraton for 3 days. Perfect escape
from outside world. Ly. June 24,
July 15, Aug. 12. For full info ,
write Western Airlines, Box 91740,
L A., Calif. 90009

The perfect
triangle: you pay
roundtrip
for one leg,
Western pays
for two!

Now forming small group to spend
14 days learning and testing skills
needed to survive in wilderness, on
prairie, in mountains, desert and in
heart of large urban center. Start
For full
August 4 in Colorado.
info. write Western Airlines, Box
91740 L A , Calif 90009

"ANT TO
BECOME
AN ARTIST?

Come to our store and get your
FREE copy of TOOAY’s ART
11 tells you all about
how to get started in drawing
and painting. Supply limited. So
corn* in todayl

san jose paint
78 VALLEYFAIR, 206.0171
365 SAN AN
RD
VIEW, 941-3600

Western’s Hawaiian Triangle fare lets you
make a three-cornered swing between California,
Alaska and Hawaii for no more than the regular
round-trip fare between Los Angeles and
Anchorage or San Diego and Anchorage. (For
the triangle fare from San Francisco, add $20).
And the beautiful thing is, you can take as
much time as you wantin Alaska and in Hawaii.
What’s more, you can stop over in any city along
the way. Great way to shoot the whole summer!
But before you takeoff, get your Youthflight
Card (age 12 through 21, $3.00), and the latest
copy of Western’s 2-1-page Youthflight Directory
listing all kinds of travel tips, where you can get
discounts on hotels, auto rentals, diving charters,
equipment rentals, surfboard rentals, lessons,
repairs, meals, Hondas and moreby writing
Youthflight at P.O. Box 92005, World Way
Postal Center, L.A., California 90009.
And, if you want still more information, a
phone call to Western Reservations (just ask for
the Youthflight Information Center) will hook
you into our computer for answers to everything
from the actual price of a hotel room in Alaska to
where to rent a sailboat in Hawaii.
In addition to our Hawaiian Triangle, we’ve
got lots of other terrific trips for you to experience
in Western’s World. And we’re still creating
moreto earn the right to be your airline.
m
westa
1 1 1 1 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mil 1 1

Besides Sayers being
Black and Piccolo, a White,
it was the merging of two
entirely different lifestyles.
Sayers was shy and quiet
while Piccolo was the
always - joking easy - going
type.

1 111
YOUR AIRLINE

Alaska
Seattle/Tacoma
Portland

The title "I Am Third,"
comes from a philosophy
which Sayers tries to live
"The Lord is first,
by.
my friends are second and
I am third’’

HAWAIIAN SUR VIVA!.

San Francisco

EXPEDITION
16 days on Kauai
now forming
island, fishing, surfing, climbing,
snorkling. travel by rubber rafts.
isolted camps All equipment pro
Lv June 17, July 8
vided
Aug 5. For full info, write West
ern Airlines, Box 91740 L A., Calif
90006

Bonus of Grunt
appears tonight

KAUAI ISLAND FAMI I

Redford ’good as always’
is politician in ‘Candidate’
BY JIM MURPHY
11 there’s One thing which
can be said about films dealing with politics, they’re
never dull.
Take Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington." A young,
impressionable guy, played
by Jimmy Stewart, comes
to the Nation’s Capitol with
high hopes of doing good as
a senator, only to come up
against lies, shady deals and
machine politics.
Or "The Best Man.’ Cliff
Robertson and Henry Fonda
as two leading contenders
for the Presidential nomination of their party who resort to mud -slinging and
character sniping in ordei
to come out on top.
And now there’s "The
Candidate," a film concerned with the process of turning an idealistic young lawyer into the Democratic candidate for the Senate from
Scheduled for
California.
release sometime in July,
the film was sneak previewed Sunday night at the
Pruneyard No. 3 in Campbell.
Bill McKay (Robert Redford), a lawyer for a neighborhood legal services office, is wary at first about
running for the Senate
("Politics is bullshit," a
friend tells him), but decides to take the plunge.
From that point on, McKay
campaigns and politics his
way across California to
wind up a big winner in
November.
But tie pays a
price for the victory: his
ideals are cast aside in favor of deals and votes.
Redford is good in anything he does and "The Candidate" is no exception. One
can see his hesitancy when
he first starts meeting
people on the campaign trail
and watch it replaced by
self-confidence in the campaign’s later stages, the sign
the political process has
taken over.
Also in the cast are Pete
Boyle. as McKay’s wheeler
dealer campaign manager,
Don Porter (Ann Southern’s
boss in her old TV series
as Crocker Jarmon, Mr
Kay’s Republican rival and

Jack Bonus

Hawaii

BEST PICTURE BEST DIRECTOR

MINIUM 11116111111M

Los Angeles

EXPLORE YUCATAN

San Diego

UNDERWATER!
Now forming small group of novices
and expert divers for scuba and
snorkelling at Cozumel Mexico Coi
lege credit in Marine Biology and
Now certification included in 11 -de.,
expeditions leaving June 7, June 19
For full info
Also July A Aug
write Western Airlines, Box 91740
90009
L A , Clif

from Werner Bros
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Photos by Dave Drennan

Dist~ncemen M~rk Evans, Maury Greer ••••

Top PCAA triple iumper Jerry Moody ••••

League-favorite high hurdler Milt Whitley....

Olympic quartermiler Lee Evans gets the week off

PC.AA track f·inals: SJS-Long Beach rerun? .

By KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor ·
The SJS track and field
program is on the upswing.
And just in time.
Rapidly approaching are
the · fourth annual PCAA
Championships , this year

PCAA titles while the 49ers
grabbed last year's crown,
toppin-g the Spartans, 82-75 .
From the loqks of it, it
will be a rerun of the SJSLBS dual meet held earlier
in the year.
Long Beach won that one,

being hosted by the Spartans
at Bud Winter Field on Friday and Saturday.
The meet is expected to go
down to the wire between the
Spartans and pre-meet favorite Long Beach State.
SJS won the initial two

85-69, on the Wmter Field
ovaL
The 49ers look to be a
slight favorite, mainly on the
strength of their distance
program and overall b'a:lance
and depth.
·
Not to counted out also, is

Long Beach's fine sprint
crew that boasts the league 's
top two 220 men .
The Spartans will counter
LBS' strong points with some
of their own.
Looking to be the Spartans' forte are the field

events where the discus,
pole vault and triple jump
abound in depth. SJS also
boasts the top individual conference marks in the shot put
and high jump.
Coach Ernie Bull a r d's
spikers should also score
heavily in the high hurdles,
the I 00 , 440, three mile and
both relays.
IMPROVEMENT
After some disappointing
losses early in the year, the
· second sacker, lost it while
Spartan thinclads probably
Sven Ostrom, the runner on
could have been counted out of
second, sprinted home with
the PCAA title picture.
the deciding run.
But noticeable improve"Kettman just lost the
ment in recent weeks ·has
ball in the sun," Menges
given rise to SJS' return
stated. "They were running
as a track contender.
with two outs and the runner
The high-quality perforscored easily."
mances most of the Spartans
The weekend wasn't a toturned in at the West Coast
tal loss. Spartan left fielderRelays this past weekend has
A! Ariza wrapped up the lea SJS ' competitive
stoked
gue batting ti\le, going six
fires .
for 12 against Santa Barbara.
Paced by the Whitley
Ariza doesn't win an
brothers, Milt anq Ted, the
award for his feat, but as;
Spartans had one of their
Menges notes, "I would cerbetter days of the past couple
tainly think this would be a
years .
push for him (A riza ) to be
Milt , the high hurdler of
named All- League ."
the family , became the sec-

Gauchos sweep Spartans for PCAA title ·.
By NICK LABASH
year," coach Gene Menges
Santa Barbara didn't let offen!d. "Santa Barbara is
its loyal throng down last a good team and they will
weekend on its own turf . With represent the PCAA well."
a three game~weepoftheSJS
As Menges noted, "We
nine, and it didn't come easy, could have won any of the
the Gauchos won their first three and all of the three. "
ever PCAA baseball title .
Even though the doubleThe Gauchos needed but header held no bearing on
'a single victory in the three- first place, the Spartans were
game series fo gain the nod still hqping for a s weep that
over Los Angeles State. The would give them a career high.
latter school sent a continThe Gauchos th rew a pergent to root the Spartans on, manent roadblock into that
bpt the title was decided in endeavor too, edging SJS 3-2
the opener, Friday afternoon. , in the. first game, and 4-3
The gallant Spartans sue- in the nightcap.
cumbed in the eighth inning
A somew,hat disgruntled
after leading all the way, 5-3. Menges .was still at liberty
"They were three of the to discuss some of the weird
most exciting games of the occurences that helped send

his men down to defeat.
"We led the first game
(Friday afternoon) 3-0,"
Menges recalls, "and still
held a 3-2leadintheeighth."
"There were two outs,
and two men on," Menges
continued, "and the batter had
two strikes on him ."
Ordinarily
a pitcher
would be expected to waste
a couple, and try to get the
batter swinging at a bad pitch .
This was obviously not an
ordinary game.
"A brush-back pitch woura
have been in order," Mengeo
lamented ,
"but Orndorff _

\

(Don) threw a strike and the
batter hit one between them
and there went the ball game.
I think Orndorff lear ned a
lesson."
The first game of the
Saturday twin-bill saw the
Spartans once again drawing
first blood. The Gauchos tied
it up and going into the eighth
the two schools were deadlocked at two apiece.
What is it about the eighth
inning, anyway? Again two
Gauchos occupied the bases
With two · men down. A•pop
fly was skied to the infield
and Mark Kettman , Spartan

Hernandez assists

U.S. soccer

C.ndy C.: ramer

Olympic soccer assistant Julie Menendez

The United States soccer
team became the eighth team
to qualify for the Olympics in
Munich with a 2-1 verdict
over Jamacia , Sunday in St.
Louis .
It is the first time the
U.S. has had a team qualify .
for an Olympic berth in zoneplay competition.
Guatemala and Mexico
will battle it out in two more
games to determine the other
Olympic qualifier .
-- Mani Hernandez, SJS AllAmerican , scored the U.S .'
first goal with 21:37 left in
the first half.
Mike See~ey scored what
proved to be the winning goaJ
10 minutes before the end
of the half.
"Hernandez has had two
outstanding performances in
the last two games,"saidSJS
mentor Julie Menendez, who
is the U.S. soccer team ' s
assistant ~oach.
Jim Zylker, who has one
more year of eligibility with
the Spartan boaters did not

w1n

r· ~·

make the trip to St. Louis .
"He definitely will be on
the Olympic squad," Menendez said .
Zylker is recovering
from a knee injury he suffered last Fall .
Other teams that have already qualified for the Olympi c games are: West Germany, East Germany , Hungary, Brazil , Columbi'a , Burma and Malaysia.
Wes t Germany automatically qualifies for the
Olympics since it is the host
country. Hungary also receives an automatic berth,
since it is the defending
Olympic champion.

* *

*

A benefit soccer match
for Cystic Fibrosis will be
held Wednesday night at
Spartan Stadium between SJS
and the British American
Soccer Cl ub at 8.
The San J0se Grenadiers
a nd the Portuguese Athletic
Club will play a preliminary
contest at 6.

PIONEER THE
Fourteen gymnasts competed before 40 spectator s
Wednesday afternoon in the
SJS intramural gymnastics
meet.
Mike Saint won the allaround competition, consi st ing of eight Olympi c events.
Wayne Leslie took second
pl ace and Russ Royal placed
third.
The following gymnasts
placed in individual e vents:
• Free exercise-- Wayne
Leslie; Steve Jermanovich .
• Side Horse - - Mike
Saint ; Russ Royal.

1 Rings -- Chris Young;
Mike Saint.
e Vaulting--Russ Royal;
Wayne Leslie.
e Parall el Bars -- Mike
Saint; Larry Nisperos ; Steve
Jermanovich .
e High Bar--Mike Saint ; ,
Steve Jermanovich .
e Trampoline -- Chris
Young; Mike Saint.
• Ropes -- Larry Nis peros ; Russ Royal.

The All-College softball
playoffs continue through
Wednesday.

EUROPE.
$220- - $275. R.T.
FAMILY EXPEDITION
TO COLORADO
WILDERNESS ....
now forming. 14 days backpacking,
mountaineering, treking ·and climb·
ing through Sangro de Cr-isto Mtntt .
Equipment and food supplies . Lv ,
Jufy 29. Forfull info.,wri te Western
Airlines, Box 91740, L.A ., Calif .

90009

From West Coast
Fly.One WayFrom$125
Flights All Year Long
.Flights Also Av11ilable
tolsraelan!l the Orient
· For Information
Contact 365-8625

E.S.E.P.

Sol Woodside Rd.
Redwood City .
ESEP·- SJSC Members

The intramural slowpitch champ will face the top
team from Stanford Uni versity Saturday, May 19 at _4
. p.m. at Stanford.
Softball team captains
may pick up their forfeit
fees Thursday in the A.S.
business office.

WILDS OF COLORADO.
N-Ow form ing group to s pand 14 days
in isolated valley inSangredeC r isto
Mtns .
Essent ials of food , s he lte r
and outdoor ski ll s instructions pro ' vided, but group will form own co m mun ity , money s ys tem, government,
ole.
Luaving July 16,
For full
info . , write West ern Air linns, Box
91740 L .A., Colif . 90009

._,lC$!'ACltll
PRESENTS

The Biggest & BE'Ist

Spaghetti Feed·
In Town

$1 .00 ALL YOU CAN EAT EVERY
TUESDAY FROM 6- 8PM

Spaghetti-Garlic Bread and Salad
1001 First St. San Jose

293-9316

ond fastest hurdler in SJS
history with a 13.7 clocking
for third place in the world
class field.
The mark was five-tenths
of a second faster ' than his
previous best.

Brother Ted also rose to
the occasion, finishing second in his heat with a 10.3
clocking in the 100 meter,s
while beating some top-rated
sprinters. The time a as the
equivalant to 'a 9.4 100 yard
dash.

frosh time in the state in
the 440 intermediate hurdles ,
stopping the watches in 53 .2.
The time for Mercer was a
six second improvement over
his first race of the year.
In the field events, pole
vaulter Russ Royal finally

made it over 16-6 to qualify
for the NCAA championships
in June. Royal has been trying to get over the qualifying mark all season long .

Freshman Frank Mercer
posted the second fastest

Gary Moody improved his
season best in the long jump
to 24-1 and also went "491 in the triple jump.

A WEEK IN ACAPULCO

A WEEK IN HAWAII

FOR o"NLY $49!
7 days/ 6 night s at Casablanca Tro pical Hotel. S29 per person , triple
occupancy, $35 per person double .
Includes airport transportation and
cruise of Acapulco Bay . For full
info .• write Western Airlines , Box
91740 L.A ., Calif. 90009

ONLY $28.50 .
7 days/6 nights, triple occupancy .
$33 per person double.
Includes
yo ur choice of the Hilo, Mau i or
Kona Huk ilau, the Kaua i Sands or
Waik ikl Biltmore Hote ls . For full
info ., write Western Airlines, Box
91749. L.·A., Cal if. 90009

....

;.

The small space big sound.
About the only thing missing in the average
guy's pad is space. And good stereo.
.
That's because it's hard to pack a big stereo
sound in a small space. And big Jobs take UP. so
much room you have to throw out half your li brary or pile it on the floor.
Which is why you should check out the new
Sylvania ACS l2WH. Big sound. Small size.
Big sound from two globe speakers you can
swiye l and turn to get the best stereo balance for
your room. Each one has a four-inch extendedrange air suspension speaker that sounds as
good as conventional ones two sizes larger. Yet
they're smal l enough to fit on the shelf right next
to "War and Peace ."
The solid state AM / FM / FM Stereo receiver
fits on a shelf, too. It's less than a foot deep and
on ly five inches high . But it's still big on feat ures. ,
Like a Field Effect Transistor FM front end .
Ceramic Filter !.F. Strip. Fifty watts of peak
music power.
If space is really tight, just stack the turntable .
right on top of the receiver. It'll work great any
place you put it because it's a BSR Micro-mini
with a diamond stylus.
Put it all together and it'll fit on one two-foot
shelf. For about $200. •
How's that for no-space age living'
'Mnnu1a<: 1urcr'S 5uggcstcd retail price !or Mod~! ACSI2WH is $1 99.95.

VW/

Pagi 8, May lb,

19/2
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2 jobs best
HOUSING

for summer
BY KEN MOHR
Joyce Flemming, placement assoicate for student
employment, has a suggestion for would-be summer
workers: Get one part-time
job now and add on another
one this summer.
The truth is, there aren’t
many summer -only jobs
available.
"Much of it is
related to the depressed state
of the economy," Mrs. Flemming said.
It isn’t, she explained that
the companies don’t need
more employees --the problem is that the budgets have
been cut and there isn’t
enough money to hire anyone.
There are also too many
people on the job market,
making
employers less
likely to hire students.
In the past, there have
been more interviews and
summer training jobs. One
factor involved in the present scarcity is that the canneries, formerly a "large
source" of employment, are
no longer operating the full
summer or have moved out
of this area.
Last year, she says, was
unique because of the new
Eastridge Shopping Center.
"If you took that one factor
away, we’re probably doing
better this year," she comments.

Mt s F looming believes,
"If the positions were there,
they’d be hiring students."
Of the 18 summer job interviewers that have come on
campus this year, every oae
has hired at least one SJS
student.
As far as the job quality
goes, they have been better
paying and good "experience
jobs, but there just haven’t
been enough of them. They
have mainly been shipping
and receiving, restaurant and
clerical jobs.
In the year-round parttime job market, Mrs. Flemming assures with wide,
lively eyes that the student
employment center has been
doing fine. And there is a
"larger than normal" number of permanent full-time
iobs.
With this in mind, she
suggests the two -part -time job plan.
When the fall
semester rolls around again,
the student can keep the better of the two jobs.
Student employment will
remain open all summer the
same hours as it is open
now.
Mrs. Flemming further
advises, "Next year, students should start thinking
about summer jobs, especially government and recreational jobs, in December
and apply on Jan. 1."

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE C LUB CO-ED.
JUST OFF CAMPUS EXPL F000,
LINEN & MAID SERV PARKING.
COLOR T V INSIDE COURTYARD
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED20 50/
10 50/.
MEALS OPTIONAL
Win
Ph 293-7374 202 5 11 St
STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 64 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specilists since 1955
Borelli Realty, 295 No 10th
CII 297 2410
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, shat
5 bdrm house with 4 others Part
furn very nice with large backyard
S60/mo 293-1544 or drop by 2485
12th
COUPLES -1 &km. Apt. turn 5123
Summer rites avail June -August
627 S 91h St
SAY WINDOW ROOM for rent in
large house. Summer only. Sunny,
cheerful with cool ts
$80 Call
Jeanine 996-2993
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm apt . well -maintained
Quiet bldg pool. Recently painted
and carpeted $150 mo Resident owner 466S 5th el, 286-0944
MENT MANAGER
Couple wanted II child ok) to manage
9 unit apt neer campus $55 rent reduction on 2 bdrm furn apt 2957438
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
needed.
modern duplex, own room, nice area.
yard, 1 girl $85, 2-562 50 297.3625
ROOMS, IVY HALL, 279 E San Fernando, across from administration
bldg single, double Kitchen pr..
well managed. Taking reservations
for summer & fall semester Summer
rates June -Sep 294-6472, 293-9814,
253-8434
SHARE AN APT. Male Rent$160/mo
235 S 14th St 286 7708 Ask for Grant
GIRLS WANT 3 NORM HOUSE to rent
near SJSC
Call Angie 288-6718
ROOMS OPEN IN HOUSE for summer
& possibly fall Males. Close to SJS
Call 287-7853
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for
summer Nice, spacious house on 12th
Street Call Pam 294-2909
ROOM FOR RENT. One block from
Private bath Move in now.
school
562 460S 4th 297-7088

Contest, show

ROOM FOR RENT 6-6-72 2 blks,
Summer rates 585
from campus
10th St 292-1587
ONE ISCIRM. DUPLEX. 540 S. 9th
St Available Now, 5125 mo. Come By

Photo Day set
Zoo animals, picnicking
children and attractive models will be just part of the
activity planned for San
Jose’s Second Annual Photo
Day, Sunday, May 21 at
Leininger Community Center in Kelley Park.
Sponsored by the Central
Coast Counties Camera Club
Council and the San Jose
Parks and Recreation Department, the photo day will
begin at 11 a.m, and run until 5 p.m.
A photo contest judged by
San Jose Mercury - News
photographer Mike Conversa
will highlight a day which
will include displays of
photographic equipment and

accessories, photo exhibits,
free shutter testing and
inter -club slide and print
competition.
The Japanese Friendship
Garden, the San Jose Zoo,
the Historical Museum and
Happy Hollow Children’s
Park will all be open to provide photographers with a
wide variety of settings for
their contest entries.
Of added interest to San
Jose photographers will be
the unveiling of plans for a
San Jose Community Photo
Center.
Further information may
be obtained by telephoning
Leininger Community
Center.

Scholarship granted
to advertising major

OFF STREET PARKING

CLOSE TO SCHOOL

$145
NEW
POOL, RECREATION LOUNGE
W Glen area, Adults 1 bdrm Medit
Furn Wood Paneling, Huge Closets,
Insul Close to bus Shops 6 min to
My 17 & 280
2 bdrm $170.00
286-3879
MALE RM. NEEDED: 28 yr. old
Sr like to share clean, quiet. 2
bdrm apt with clean mature straight
person, prefer non-smoker Cell
George 296-6980
NEED to find 3 people by May 15th
to share my home from June 1st
or I’ll lose it
Own Rm $50 Ale.
summer, $60 winter serious students
into cooperative living Linda Weller
998-1772

SUMMER RENTALS

PANELLED WALLS
SHAG CARPETS

$145
FALL SIGN-UPS
Large 2 & 3 bdrm, 2 bath, apts
paneled, shag carpeting, AEK, pool,
furnished Come & compare 070 S
Ilth 287-7590
FEMALE
ROMMATE
NEEDED,
Share 2 bdrm apt at Royal Lanai
Apts with one other
Furnished,
svaileble June 16 Prefer someone
over 21 C11 926-1622
LARGE HOUSE for rent, corner of 12th
fo San Carlos. call 216-5825 after
Op m
ROOMMATE WANTED. start June, own
..00rn & bath, $90 mo cell Bill at
297 5759
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, 21 or
over, to live with one other 2 bdrm
turn apt
$130 mo 635 5 11 St
Available 6/15 Call 998-0303
GIRLS needed to rent 3 bdrm house
across from SJS Sum and/or fall
$250 Call Katt, 736-5837,

CLEAN
CLEAN

LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$1 25 AND UP
411) S. I I SI.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediately 1/2 block from campus.
$59 mo Lower in Summer 297-2737.
427 S 5th St Apt 6

$125

CLEAN

NICE FURNITURE

FOR RENT -UNFURNISHED HOUSE
2 bdrm & sleeping porch, liv rm
w/fireplsce, large dining ,rm Rent
$250:rno (summer $225/mo / 3755.
17th
Call 262-9329 for appoint
to see. Avail June 4th No pets.

287-7590

LRG, CLN, MOO. APTS. coil 6/5
Low sum rates, SOO/me no lease reg
prof to mg.@ eider ’laying thru
2 blks
fall
Reserve now for sum
J S , free parking 297-1930
BIG HOUSE, 2 bike SJS, need 4 people
for July end fall. quite reasonable
294-3837
MALE. OVER 21, needed to share 2
bdrm apt own room S50/mo summer
65 S 11 010, 998 1976
TWO GIRLS NEED HOUSE in Los Gatos
area by June fii Call Seedy 286-2950
Heether 354-1089 bet 7-12 p.m.
Fall rental Large,
1 ILK. campus
1,2,3, BR
Modern Furnished AEK
Apts Contract 247-6039
GIRLS only Private Rm. eyelids,* in
5 Rd house, summer & fall 72-73.
K Oct.. & front rm incl No pets,
300 blk on S 11th 295-2680

WALK A PRECINCT FOR GEORGE
Make C4lifornia McGovern victory
Precinct walking from now till June
1876 W San Carlos 269-9118
6
MCATMAT: Summer home study review and testing program for the Medi cal/Dentel Admission Test For inGraduate Studies
formation write
Center, Box 386, New York, NY 10011

BEAUTIFUL 3 BDRM. house avail
Easy
6/1
Garden/yard/AEK ’turn
10 min. to
somfa5265$
each
SJSC Cali 294-1744

STAY OVERNIGHT
TRAVELING?
FREEI Stuck al home? Meet tr
exiling people. Est-lunge privilege with members in US and Canada
University Travelers Club,
Write
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA 94709

MALE Single end double rooms, kitchen
env
living room Avail 1st June
Clean man only 115 So 14th St $2J
2116-2704

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW YORK on or
Most be there before
about June 1
Willing to share expenses
June 8
& driving Call 293-0677

NON-SMOKING female who called
998 0303 Monday -Please call back
There has been very important change
made
FOR RENT:
2 bOrms in 3 bdrm
Share with 1 male 1 -year
house
1 -summer only. 55333 ea
round.
26694073.
MODERN, QUIET 1 bdrm apt available 1 June Drapes. Carpeted. AEK,
close to campus $135 523 E Reed
294-0203
NEED 1 roommate (preferably Asian
female) for 4 bdrm house from July
thru the school yr. 455 N 9th Call
Sachi, Joyce or Minko at 289-9158
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bdrrn unfurn duplex out of the
crowded city Pet o k 560 no incl
util Pre ages 21-26 Call 274-0474
or 238 0873
HOUSE, FURNISHED, for rent Nice/
spacious two story. 8 rifts 2/ba sv/
basement Detached garage w /I rge yard
& ample off street parking Walk to
school Avail June 5 Call 252-4207
aft 6 PM wkdays, anytime Sat or Sun

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists, photographers, students. groups.
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5. weekends. 275-6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 (TRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE IT!)
TYPIN.3--term papers, etc , experienced iond fast Phone 269-8674
FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnant’’, testing. contrat eption and
sterilimtion Call Family Planning
Alternatives 289 9011
DICK’S AOUASER V
Aquariums
repaired. servited
Buy
293 8006
51.11
GRADUATING? Need life insurance,
Low rates
Guarenteed renewable
to age 100
The cheapest whole
life product on the market today
254-4360.
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
p
IBM Selectric pica Can edit
ides from SJS Mrs Aslanian Call
4104
.
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 251 2598

TYPING. Experienced, fast, also edit
mg
Former
English teacher
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

Large Studio Gas, water. & gerbege
paid Near SJS 5119/rno 165 So
3rd St 298-1055

SWIMMING POOL

GOING TO EUROPE? Bike across
Italy, Write Paola, 2160-2 Patterson
Or Eugene, Or 97406

CHEAP SUMMER RENT $95 For
clean, comfortable 1 bdrm, Turn
apts Well maintained by owner 2970465 or 294-7332 Reservations now
available 633 A 8th St

FOR RENT. 2 bdrm furnished apt
Carpets, drapes, gerbege & water
paid. Summer rentals & rrrrr va
lions for fall semester. Call 2522243

TRY IT
YOU’LL LIKE IT

PANIC, 2 female roommates needed
for summer, fell. spring
3 bdrm
house
Own room, r.1 only 543 75
Call Ann 298 7388 after S p m on
weekdays

GIRLS ONLYI New rooms with kitchen priv.
From 560
99 S. 9th
and 278 S. 10th Across campus parking, phone 295-8526 or 295-8514.

FRIENDLY GIRL for beautiful house
on So 16th Share w/5 girls. $90/mo
Starts June I Call 294-3432

Cf-a13E-T--rM

SUMMER IN EUROPE -Only $210’
Call collect 16171 599-0287 UNI
TRAVEL CORPORATION

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished Special student
rates
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
Airport 569 . 5358

ROOM FOR RENT. Private, $313/mo
Summer only Call 295-7121 Ask for
VIC

lion Ward, Junior advertising major at SJS, was
awarded a $500 advertising
scholarship by the Northern
California Association of
Industrial Advertisers at its
April meeting.
This was the first scholarship granted by the Industial Advertisers, designed to
help foster an interest in the
field.
Ward, also an English
minor, from Whittier, Calif.,
plans to enter industrial
advertising upon graduation.

RECREATION ROOM

HOUSES-WOMEN. For summer &next
school term
Just red.. & furn.
Fireplace, gar disVery cheerful
posal, refrig. Si freezer volley ball.
Off Street park
basketball court.
Summer rates 406 S 11th St

Men Rm s with kitchen privileges
singles end doubles $40 mo end up
Summer & fall 617 So 6th St

AUTO INSURANCE
low mo rates
No driver refused
Harvey Diesner 241 3900
THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports -Di
ions
Marianne Tarnberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371.0395. San Jose
TYPING by pert -time legal secretary Reasonable rates Call Lesley
at 253-9299
ARABIC BELLY DANCING INSTRUCTION Special rates for students, for information call Zara&
295-5418
TAILORING -DESIGNING ALTERATIONS
For men end women. special rates
Call Nancy 293-5009
for students
Or come -by, 951 Walnut St $2J
TYPING - Reports/Resumes,
IBM
Executive Typewriter, Cupertino arep
252-3833
WOODED SECLUDED CAMPSITES
available Santa Cru: mountains, lake,
redwoods, pines,
Nudism allowed
Write P 0 Box 2023 St Jemes Branch,
San Jose.

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM 5349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 1910
451 7905
4248 OVERLAND. DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA , 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Trend Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA agent for inter -European rrrrr nt
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 826-5669 12131 8260955 or call camp. rep: Ste. Cosel
14151 846-7131 hours 4-7 pm
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc
All professions and occupations
$700 to 13,000 monthly Expensespaid
overtime, sightseeing
Free information -Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
Iv Harrell or the Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you mke your GETAWAY NOW Sm.
1/3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
lake up to 24 months te pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. C11Bruce
it 287 8668 for informelson
EURORA1L -tours solaflights
car-rentals -hostels -pensions sports europeancars-shippsng-sleeping begsmountainboots, etc
Condor, 2306
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213/
828-6064
UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay over
night freel Stuck at home,
Host
&evaders. Meet friendly people E shone privileges with members in
US. and Canada Write now for full
details UTC. P0 Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif. 94709
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG. ORIENT
Weekly Departures!
PLEASE CONTACT 415-771-3331
Win free triple London
RUSSIA SCANDINAVIA. S wks $350
inclusive London departures Smell
group t &ovine travel lages 10-301
Also Eueope. Africa Write Whole
Eerth Expeditions Ltd, US Agents
for Transit Trivet Ltd. Box 1497
K C., Me 64141

FREE -TOUR OF TWA 747 Tue , May
16 at 6 33 pm TWA, San Francisco
International Airport Prizes, Movies,
Giveaways Free parking coupon avail’
able at Spartan Travel Mart, College
TWA Rep Bruce
RSVP
Union
Freeman 287-8668
MARIJUANA
Come to Calif Marijuana Initiative
Concert. Have fun &help legalization.
Stoneground Earthquake;
BandsJessie; Wolf; & Whings
Fox Theater, May 161h, 6:00 PM
2.50 door
2.00 adv.
Get tickets at Blind Pilot. 72 E. San
Fences. or Andre’s Pipe Gallery.
567E Sante Clara

PERSONALS
1 MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wed
ding bands & other jewelry. all one
If you have unusual deof a kind
sires in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Lerirnore

TOSTADAS. Bring this lid in and get
TOSTADAS for 51 00a1 SENOR TACO
171h end East Santa Clara Streets

FINE FOR DOPE
III sell enough candles (large. scented,
& only 52091 to pay my FINE for
smoking grass, 155001 they won’t send
Come by
me to jil on May 13
7th & San Carlos and meet a real live
criminal

IRISH SETTER Male, 11 months, Show
winner. Free, 298-4634
FLEA MARKET
Son Jose City College May 21 9104
Space $3 298-2181, eel 314

Earn extra money, Whole blood &
Plasma programs SI 00 Bonus with
student ID on first visit Calif Blood
Bank Foundation 35 So Almaden Ave
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294.6535

FOREIGN STUDENTS
First 50 to Andre Kole performance
free admission

AUTOMOTIVE

DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
J & J
a short hair wig All styles
Wigs, VIco Village, crnr of Homestead & Wolfe Rd

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle, hundreds of new vehicles on display each
Stop by early - the best
weekend
buys are sold fast Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART
ISee our ad-announcements1

YOUR PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE
SEND HOUR, PLACE, DATE
$10.
(DAY/MO./YEAR) OF BIRTH. ASTROSCOPES, P.O. BOX 4561, STA.
C, SAN JOSE, CA. 95126

’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp. trans., 400
cu iv., 58.000 mi R di H, $1350
Bkt. es_ Clean, body in no cond.
259-5272 or 370-7504

You are invited to a
TABLE S.
post - graduation pig -out at Choles
(we’re speak ing now) Please come by,
would like to see you before I leave
for Chicago, Jimmy

Excellent condition
’64 VW BUS.
Runs perEngine recently rebuilt
fectly 286-9542

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $99 includes
gold & white elbum, 60 color prints
of your choice BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color 8/10
51 25 each Staff of 20 photographers
Make an goo intment lose, our samples
then decide Open every evening until
10 pm For FREE Bridal Packet call
257-3161

’62 IMPALA CONV. $250 or offer
Power steering, 327 co, dependable
trans. Well cared for. Tim, 2870678 or 275-8158.
’64 VW VAN ’69 rebuilt engine. Extra
set of snow tires and chains Excel
1.1 condition Call 356-2026
’67 INTNL SCOUT 4 wheel drive.
Rollbar, long top, 4 speed, extra set
wide rims & tires, spare parts. $1,600
327-4476

REED MAGAZINE now on sale in following locations C U Petrie, barbeque
pits, F 0 102, and Spartan Bookstore

’70 HONDA C1-173 Ex cond Bob
after 6 PM 293-5660 or esk at 5-15.
office 016

LOST 8 FOUND

’65 VW 15,000 W11104 on reblt eng.,
ex cond in every way Sunroof $715.
379-5620 or 374-3946

$40 REWARD for return of 10 -speed
Schwinn taken from 7th St rack 13ap
Nogues. Call Tom 998-1695 att 3pm

’64 CHEVY NOVA, Automatic. Good
running condition Looks good. 6 cyl.
$400. 294-3432

LOST: FEM. CAT, Brownish calico,
possibly pregnant, last seen 6th bz.
April 28 Please call Gary 295-9722

’70 VW Westphalia Camper. Am/Fm
Radio Covered front mounted spare.
Warrented to
Hitch 22,000 miles
24.000 Excellent condition. 52650
286-6244

MALE BLACK GERMAN SHEPHERD.
1-1,2 yr old While paws
Lost
Fri
5 near SJS fountain
Name
Jeremiah & my prin. Call 926-2695

PONT. ’69 FIREBIRD 403 Air AT PS
PB am/fm TH Excel Must sell 2493893 or 374-3610 after

LOST: black & white springer spaniel
3-4 mo
reward cell 274-0716 was
in vicinity of lth St garage

’62 VESPA with side car.
Engine needs work
$75 or offer 286-1243

ANNOUNIF MENTS

59 OLDS, Station Wgon, good running
order, new brakes, 5175 T.t-traller
for summer camping, $100 244-7621

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND:
Home Glowers !Basic H, L, ett ),
Food Supplements (Instant Protein)
Beauty Aids (Protein ized Shempoo etc 1
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

’59 VW BUG 5225 -offer. Good transportation can Brand new tires. 2511969
’52 CORVAIR $20 It runs. New tires.
295-4408 ask for Gary daytime

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Cerlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears King Queen $21, Obl
519, Twin S15, Safety Liners $2,
Frames $10 plus 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N R 0 policy 294-1455

FOR SALE ’60 COMET. 4-dr Good
engine/tires Radio, $250 Eves 2770730, 5-8 P M only

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
lovery large "fresh cut" flower
is
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at $100 dm (no kiddingl
Long stem roses at $3 50 & S4 50 doz
lie a florists box for additional 65c1
Daisies 65c bunch. Bachelor Buttons
Daffodils, Tulips. Iris,
950 bunch,
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it
we’ve got it" Whether youbuy one
flower or a dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pun
chase is gill wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US-YOU’LL LIKE USli We also have a
large selection of potted plants, ter
rarourns, dish gardens and dry ar
Everything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small for the hospital’ or’
rangernents if SI 966 52 50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday (1’2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356 4839 let the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)
PASSPORT PHOTOS -ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR 53 75 15 minutes ser
vice available Daily 8 am -3 p.m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, SJ

FOR SALE

PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expended into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers, etc. We do the advertising, you do the selling! We ever’
over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - $12
(good until sold) fee includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend Based on our experience in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after I weekend of display’
we do even better on V W ’s & mod.
Every Sat la
priced trans vehicle!
Sun 9 4 Capital Drive -1n Theatre
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd.
For further info. .287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."

Cozy cottage home, 1 bd New rugs,
fireplace, decks, etc in L G hills
Good Iioaocing $18,500 353 2291
3 for 1 sale at
REED MAGAZINE
C U, patio, barbeque pits, and F 0
102

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US,
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
remlorn, Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 511, t$2 291 3866
John & Mary Rhoades
WORK PART TIME NOW and full tune
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management. with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary. If you
like to work with people, call 2688739 after 4 PM.
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
550 to 5100 per
day
Full or part time, mornings.
afternoons, even logs.’ Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alameda 5J
998 1965
PART TIME
$S EVENINGS $$
Time -Life Books offer steady employm.t calling our customers evenings
6 p.m. -9 and Saturday a.m. Earn $2$4 on salary end bonuses. Pleasant
interesting work for mature individual
who can talk easily about books. All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office Leads only. Weekly paycheck
Call 298-5433 for interview appt
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
America,
Europe,
S
Australia,
All professions and
Africa, etc
occupations, $700 to 3,000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime. sightseeing
Free information -Write, Jobs Over
seas, Dept P0 Box 15071, San
Diego, C 92115.

COUNSELORS 120-351 needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Camp. Instructors for
Canoeing, Waterski
ing,
Western Riding, Gymnastics,
Synch, Swim, Typing AlsoP E Majors
Dining Rm Super. Jun 20 Aug 26
14151967-8512
STAFF needed for High Sierra Camp
Dishwashers, Second Cook, Carpenter
Assn’t, Electric. Ass’t, Motorboat
Driver, Gen maintenance Jun -Aug
14151 967 8612
NEED HOUSEKEEPER FOR 3 children
1s1 2 Ohs. in June Room & board &
560 274.2349
VOLUNTEERS to serve in rnobileheadquarter units on week -ends with Eline
Rosendahl, Demo Candidate 10th CD.
Be on a winning team Call 374-2101
CAN YOU GIVE US 4 HOURS A WEEK?
We need volunteers to work al Zonta
Children’s Center with moderately to
serverely emotionally ill pre-school
children Hours Monday thru Thursday, 9-1 or 12 30 - 430 For more
information, contact Connie at 2953588

ANNOUNi I MENITS
WE OF THE INFIRMARY would like
to extend an invitation to all San Jose
State students over "21" to celebrate
the Passing of another semester We
Cr, currently featuring our oldies nite
Monday Iron, 8-2 Also our usual Fantastic Happy Hour from 5 7 Mon Fri
with 1/2 price been ST JAMES INFIRMARY 390 MOFFETT BLVD MT
VIEW
TODAY) Marlon Brando in "On The
Waterfront" & "The Wild Ones." 3
& 8 p.m. Morris Dailey Aud
50c
sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi
REED MAGAZINE - Now on sale in
following locations C U patio, bar 3 for 1
begun pits, and F 0 102
sale.

WANTED
Student nurses, RN_ LVN Aides and
orderlies needed for temp help service in hospital, home, and Dr office Call 293-0112 American Registry of Nurses Agency

Become involved The Jack Douglas
School for Emotionally Handicapped
Adolescents needs volunteers now on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
Also. every weekday during summer
Located at 619 N First St from
9-3 call 275-8385, evenings call 2975108

Please help us Let it not be said by
a future, forlorn generation that ours
was a time when we lost our nerve
and wasted our great potential because we despaired before we dared
George McGovern needs student volunteers, 1878 W San Carlos, or
phone 289-9118 We need YOU
TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of hundreds of California schools
seeking teachers in all fields S3
Calif School Placement Bureau, 1974
Thousand Oaks, Berkeley, CA

GOING
PLACES ?

One leader For overpopulted, under governed c.ntry Wise, perceptive,
honest, and intelligent No previous
experience necessary Must be able
to overcome the mess left by the
last two, and of South Dakotan birth
place
MAKE 850-8200 DAILY by mailoi der
in your spare time at home.
No
Experience
Start at once Send a
self -add, stamped envelope to Box
1503 Dpt A44 San Jose, Ca. 95109
Counselors 121-35/ for
WANTED:
fine High Sierra private girls’ camp
Canoeing, water skiing, archery,
western riding, arts & crafts dir.,
secretary. maintenance, dishwashers.
June 20-Aug. 23, 14151967-8612
CANDIDATES FOR SALES MANAGEMENT We map have the oppor you
are looking for, but you must be
2 yr & training
sales orient’d.
New York Life Equal oppor. employMake appt with Mrs
er. M & F
McGinnis, Bldg 0, Rm 3 for 5-16-72

NIKON II CAMERA with 28 F -2 50 1 4 - 150 - 150 lenses,- -also El
Nikon enlarging lenses 356-5681

ON GI BILL but looking for rnore SSS?
Interested prior service Si CONTROL
Group Personnel contact Bill 867-3335

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35F per
Any amount Ph 293-2954
pound

WILL do painting. Fad, neat. experienced (minting interior or exterior Rates $15 per room, $150
per house Call 247-1512

LARGEST SELECTION of current
used paperbacks. records and books
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased. Topprices paid- - -cash. or
trade. Lots of fiction, supplementals,
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
286.6275 186 S. 2nd St

SECRETARY 119-301 needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Camp Good
organizer. run mune, etc. No S/H
Jun Aug 14151 967-8612

DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, 525 to winner Partici
pants offered contract
The Brass
Rail 734-1054

SUMMER WORK - Earn $3000 per
hour over $80 deli Be your own
boss
Michigan St student made over
Deliver or sell
$5,000 lest sum.
Nat. Zip Code Directories For sample
and complete debuts send 51.00 end
your Some & school address, to Zip
Cide Publishing Co. P.0 Box 115
Helenville, Wis, 53137

WANT MD/DENTAL DEG & NEED
ADM ASST WRITE BOX 3323 STFD
CA 94305

’TA ANSPORTATION

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
And to place your ad
Phone 277-3175.

San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store. Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft dia
meter. orange and white Great for
ceilings. drapes, clothes. etc Only
Visit one of our stores at 400
$6
le blocks west of SJSI
Park Ave
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Av.
let Winchester) Ph 378-1040
HAND MADE RINGS. Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate $1000 & up Ph 225
7472
HELPI HELPI BUSINESS IS LOUSY,
15% off ell items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles already on solo
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of San Jose
36 South First Street
Jakes1 Stories, Routines! Monologues!
For comedians, entertainers, or own
enjoyment
Special Stud.1 Offer
51.00. Order today! Wilson’s West
ern Humor. Box 71, Casper, Wyo
62601
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Print Your Ad Mere:

F moe Fa/ h all.
days tonal day

Check a Classification
Announcements
(--) Help Wailed
o

Automat..
LI For Sale

NEW RIVERA HIDA-BED, matching
love seat, t v , desk, chest drawers,
dinett, lamps, statues, woman’s bike
Best Offer Call 288-6822 after 6p m.

THE PISCEAN
35 5 Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King- Queen complete mater beds $46 Q), Double $t& Twin 533
Frames $106 up Liners $3. Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sees, organic turn
Mellow
Mire, pillows, tapestries
sales people end right on prices 35
S 4th 287-7030

On,
day
SI 50

Minimorn

5299, GE TV $25.
ISM SELECT
ADM PHONO 525, MERC MONTEREY
$165, Ency Brit $15, VAC 515, POTS
& PANS Call 328 8671EVES 277-2767
MWF 3 30

FACULTY WIVES -EXTRA $U
College Marketing Rut* represent
18 publishers to college faculle s
through out the nation
We no,-:
part time help with br in gatherly,
and disseminating inlormationonlOr,
campuses, responsible. resource,,,
persons who canals help our regiona
salesmen with displays at fatuity boy’
fairs and nearby academic meetings
For more information bout this op
portunity to earn extra money in a
flexible situation, please write to
Allen MacGregor, College Marketing
Group. 198 Ash Street Reading, Mats
01867

FINE CLASSICAL GUITARSFOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS, Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783-2671

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a collegeage BALLET class at
Eufrazie School of Ballet Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer.
246-6675,1 no answer 241-1776

VOICE -I:ISHTAR-PIANO
Today’s Music or "Classical" Career
Training or L ife Enrichment Harmony Wey SI ud lo 266 -8917 or Summer
Session in Unto Cruz 476-6616

’67 VW. Squareback sunroof, new tires,
excellent condition, runs great, 5850/
of best offer 287-04S3

GUITAR WW1, Elm Double...tams’.
dual pickups, ebony fingerboard, Bigsby
Vibrato Mint cond $100 243 7158

City
Personals
Smelt.
Transportation

SENO CHECK eMONE Y ORDER OR
SPARTAN DAILY
CASH TO.
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95110

Eni rosed is S

Day

Ueedliree 1 wo days prior In publicelion
Consecutivt publication MOM only
No refunds -in cant ’died ads
PHONE 177 3175

1

